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SUMMARY
Farm incomes in the Red Soil Area of the Eastern Highland
Rim could be improved by using improved production practices,
making some changes in crop and livestock organization, and using
milking machines and tractor-drawn equipment where practicable.
By raising per acre yields of field crops and pasture, using better
cultural practices and shifting to higher yielding alfalfa hay and
ladino clover-grass pasture, enough forage and grain could be pro-
duced to feed about double the present number of cattle and hogs.
When combined with higher and more efficient production per
head of livestock, these adjustments would raise the level of pro-
duction per man-equivalent about 50 to 75 percent above the
present level. The extent of the increase would differ for the
various systems of farming. Net results would be greater effici-
ency in use of farmers' resources, especially labor, and larger
returns to both labor and capital.
In this analysis of three actual farms, which are representa-
tive of small, medium-sized and large farms in the area, it is
assumed that the number of acres per farm would remain un-
changed. Workstock would be retained on the small farm, but
tractor power would be substituted for work stock on the represen-
tative medium-sized and large farms.
At present, farmers within a given size group, while affected
by other influences, tend to adjust their crop and livestock organi-
zations to the amounts of labor available. Farms with the smallest
labor forces, on the average, have a general-beef-hog ty,pe of
organization (with a few growing tobacco), while those with the
largest labor forces generally have dairy cattle as the major live-
stock enterprise and burley tobacco. Large farms are an excep-
tion ,however, in that the general-beef-hog organization (with cash
grain and seed crops) usually prevails regardless of the size of the
labor force.
At 1949 prices, returns to operator and family labor (including
value of family privileges) on the representative small general-beef
farm would be increased substantially (from $600 to about $1,450)
if the operator adopted the alternative general-beef-hog system.
But the larger returns for this system would be low relative to that
which could be obtained from the alternative grade B dairy-tobacco
system ($2,470). However, as about half of the operators of small
general farms are 60 or more years old, and as the returns per hour
of labor for the two systems are about equal, it is probable that
making improvements within the general type of organization
would appeal more strongly to many farmers in this group than
shifting to the dairy-tobacco system. But, if 1 acre of burley
tobacco were included in the alternative general system, labor
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returns would be increased about $460 and the labor force (1 man-
equivalent) would be used about 90 percent of the available time.
This is an alternative for at least a third of the small general farms
on which burley tobacco now is grown.
Younger farmers on small farms, especially those with an
adequate labor supply (1.5 man-equivalents), would profit by shift-
ing to the dairy-tobacco alternative system. Returns per hour of
labor from grade B dairying are relatively .low, but this enterprise
provides work throughout the year. When combined with tobacco
and hogs in an alternative system, the resulting system would
provide full-time employment for the labor force on small farms
and a comparatively large return to operator and family labor-
about $2,470, or 69 cents an hour.
The 2-man medium-sized dairy system now includes tobacco in
the crop organization. With the alternative system, this farm is
large enough to provide a reasonably large income ($2,950 or 61
cents per hour return to the operator and family labor) with a
dairy-hog organization. Tobacco would be dropped from the crop
plan in this system.
While tobacco is not essential for getting relatively high income
on medium-sized farms, some farmers may prefer to continue grow-
ing tobacco and emphasize dairying less than is indicated for the
dairy-hog alternative system. This could be done without sacrific-
ing net income.
But in the alternative general-beef system, tobacco is an
essential enterprise, if the 1.5-man labor force is to be used effici-
ently and if labor returns are to be maximized. This system with
tobacco (1.5 acres) would return about $2,280 to operator and
family labor, or 66 cents an hour.
On the representative large farm which has a labor force of
1.75 man-equivalents, adjustments from the present system would
consist mainly of improving production practices and shifting to
tractor-drawn equipment. Only minor changes would be made in
the present general-beef-hog organization. Returns of $3,430 to
operator and family labor, or $1.11 an hour, would exceed the
returns from any of the systems on the smaller farms.
For the few large farms that have as much as 2.5 to 3.0 man-
equivalents of labor, an alternative general type of organization
with tobacco and a 400-hen flock would return about $4,800 to
operator and family labor, or 98 cents an hour. A grade B dairy-hog
system would return $3,840, or $1.00 an hour.
A small farm with an improved dairy-tobacco system would
produce a higher labor return than the present dairy-tobacco system
on a medium-sized farm ($2,470 compared to $1,660). Furthermore,
the larger farm would require a third more labor and half more
capital investment. This emphasizes the importance of improved
farming practices as a means of increasing farm incomes. It sug-
gests that farmers looking for ways to increase incomes should first
consider using their resources to improve their present systems
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before adding more land and continuing to operate the enlarged
farms at present low levels of efficiency. However, the operator of
an efficient small farm could increase net returns by enlarging his
acreage and operating it at a high level of efficiency. For example,
without increasing the labor force materially, the operator of a
78-acre efficient grade B dairy-tobacco farm would increase labor
returns "from about $2,470 to $3,430, at 1949 prices, by operating a
240-acre efficient farm organized around beef cattle, hogs, and low
labor-using crops.
High on the list of problems that arise in making the transition
from present to alternative systems is the need for additional capi-
tal. To establish either of the alternative systems on the represen-
ative small farm would require a cash outlay of around $5,000, and
from two to three times this amount would be needed for the
improved systems on the medium-sized and large farms. Related
to the problem of capital are risks arising from severe droughts and
from possible price declines which might result from widespread
adoption by farmers of these improvements or from a decline in
general business conditions. Furthermore, new skills must be
learned, particularly if adjustments are made to different farm
organizations.
Increasing Incomes Through Farm Adjustments In The
Red Soil Area, Eastern Highland Rim Of Tennessee
Samuel W. Atkins]
INTRODUCTION
In recent years farmers in this area have made important
changes in farm organization, production practices, and major
land uses. Although general farming still predominates, dairying
is rapidly becoming a major enterprise on many farms. Burley
tobacco, a minor crop before the middle thirties, is now the major
cash crop on at ,least half the farms. These enterprises, together
with some expansion in acreage of alfalfa and wider adoption of
improved practices for all crops, have increased total production
on a significant number of farms. Furthermore, farmers have
made considerable progress in reducing the acreage of row crops,
chiefly corn, on the steeper slopes, and in substituting pasture and
hay crops.
The initial study of the area indicates, however, that further
adjustments are needed if farmers are to use their resources
efficiently.2
Pur!lose and Use of the Study
The study was made chiefly to evaluate the possibilities of
increasing farmers' incomes from various alternative systems of
farming compared with present systems on representative com-
mercial farms.3
This report lists and discusses the possibilities of adjustment
on representative farms in the area. What appear to be feasible
ways of improving farming opportunities are presented.
This study should serve as a guide to state and federal agencies
in helping farmers to work out improved farm plans; and, when
combined with a classification of farms, it should aid in area pro-
gram planning by providing the basis for estimates of the impact
of proposed adjustments on production and production requirements
for the area.
1Agricultural Economist, Production Economics Research Branch, Agricultural
Research Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture.
2 A description of farming systems and practices may be found in Rural Research
Monograph No. 200,Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, Tennessee
Agricultural Experiment Station, Cooperating with the Bureau of Agricultural Economics,
U. S. Department of Agriculture.
3 Commercial farms are those on which production was chiefly for sale or exchange.
They make up about three-fourths of the farms in the area.
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Description of the Agriculture of the Area
The area lies in the eastern part of the Eastern Highland Rim
adjacent to the Cumberland Plateau (Figure 1). It coincides with
the boundaries of a ,group of soils referred to locally as "red" soils
to distinguish them from the group of adj acent gray soils. They
make up the group of soils known as the Cumberland- Waynesboro-
Decatur Soil Association.
~ Red Son Area
Counties in orig1na]. Rn"q
1. Putlwa
2. White
3. Warren
•
KII.ll.•••i\\«.
Adapted from soil association map, Tennessee Agricultural Experiment
Station, Revised 1952.
Figure I.-Location of the Red Soil Area, Eastern Highland Rim, Tennessee
The soils of the area generally are well drained upland and
terrace soils of moderate fertility. Chief among them are the Cum-
berland, Cookeville, and Decatur series. They are silt loams usually
on gentle to moderate slopes. They produce relatively high yields
of a wide range of crops and pasture when good soil-management
practices are followed.
Most farms have smaIl areas of bottom land. Some, like Aber-
nathy, are well drained and produce high yields of crops. Because
overflow may damage winter crops,' these soils are usually more
desirable for such crops as corn, vegetables and other summer
growing crops. Other bottom land soils, like Lindside, are imper-
fectly drained. They are best adapted to pasture production, but
they produce good yields of corn where drainage is adequate.
On the steeper slopes in the area are found such soils as Bodine,
Calfkiller, and stony Talbott. They tend to be droughty and low
in fertility.
The topography of the area ranges from almost level to slightly
hilly. Most of the land is gently sloping to moderately rolling,
with slopes ranging from 3 to 12 percent (B and C slopes). Much
of the steeper ,land has been severely eroded, largely as a result of
intensive cropping and improper soil-management practices.
The commercial farms with which this study deals are generally
family-sized units, operated by white owners. Except on the large
farms, more than three-fourths of the labor is supplied by farm
operators and their families.
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General farms make up more than two-thirds of the commercial
farms. Usually they produce beef cattle, poultry and eggs, and
hogs for sale; and corn and hay for feed. Some grow small grain
and a small acreage of burley tobacco, and a few produce a small
amount of whole milk, cream, and some spring lambs for sale.
Except for a few relatively large beef-cattle farms, the rest of
the commercial farms are dairy farms. These farms are similar to
general farms in crop and livestock organization, except that dairy
cattle replace beef cattle in the farm organization, and production of
hogs and sheep is emphasized less.
Milk is marketed largely as whole milk. It is assembled in the
area for processing in adjacent areas into condensed milk and
cheese. Local auction markets are available for marketing livestock
in the area. But some farmers sell livestock on the Knoxville and
Nashville markets. Local feed and flour mills furnish a market for
grain. Auction markets for tobacco are available in nearby towns.
Method of Procedure
The initial study previously referred to provided a description
of a representative sample of farms which were grouped according
to size of farm and system of farming. These farm groups were
described as to land use, crop and livestock organization, and farm
practices.
For this analysis representative commercial farms are used to
illustrate the opportunities for improving farming. Comparisons
of present and alternative systems of farming were based on an
analysis of actual farms. These farms were selected to represent
small, medium-sized, and large farms. They were classified as to
size according to the acreage of open land (Figure 2).4 Land area
was selected as the basic factor in the classification as capital and,
to a lesser extent, labor is generally more flexible than land area.
These case farms were selected, so far as poss.ble, from the modal
group of each of the major farm characteristics.
Maps showing soil series, slope, and degree of erosion provided
information on potential uses of the land on these representative
farms.5 Individual crops, pastures, and woodland in the improved
farming systems would be located, insofar as practicable according
to the capabilities of the .land. Maps of soil resources along with
maps of proposed land uses are presented in the text of this report.
Probable effects of proposed changes in farming systems on
incomes were measured by means of a budget analysis of the present
and alternative systems on these representative farms. This pro-
cedure involved the preparation of estimates of production and
production requirements, and income and expenses for each farming
system. To eliminate the effect of changes in the price level on
costs and returns, the same set of prices were used for present and
alternative systems. Costs and returns were computed at two
• Open land refers to all cleared land except the land in farmsteads. roads, and
similar uses.
• Furnished by the State Office, Soil Conservation Service, U. S. Department of
Agriculture, Nashville, Tennessee.
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Figure 2.-Distribution of 101 Farms According to Size of Farm, Red Soil
Area, Eastern Highland Rim, Tennessee
levels of prices: (1) A moderately high level approximating prices
received and prices paid in 1949 and (2) a lower level represented
by the prewar average, 1937-41. (See Appendix Tables 1 to 3 for
prices received and prices paid.)6
The study of representative farms was approached by analyzing
opportunities for improving these farms wIthout regard to the
probable effect of the proposed adj ustments on the price level and
price relationships in the area. If farmers generally adopted the
proposed farming systems, the price relationships assumed for this
study might change as a result of changes in volume of production.
Before formulating regional farm programs, these possibilities
should be considered.
Alternative systems on the representative farms were based
on the assumption that the present size measured in terms of acres
would remain unchanged, but that operators would improve farm
practices. These practices used in combination with changes in the
crop and livestock organization would increase the size of the farm
business as measured in terms of volume of production. However,
effects of varying the number of acres were analyzed by comparing
the farming systems for each size group.
Some farmers may not find it practicable to adopt the intensive
systems, mainly because of insufficient labor. But it is assumed
that farmers generally would have the skills to operate these im-
• For a discussion on how to make a farm plan, see Rural Research Series Monograph
No. 268, Estimated Costs and Returns from Major Farm Enterprises, Tennessee, 1952,
Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, University of Tennessee,
February 1954.
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proved systems. Experience of successful farmers in the area
emphasized the practicability of the suggested systems for typical
farmers.
The improved farming systems included in this report are not
necessarily all of the profitable combinations of crops and livestock.
Some farmers might prefer to include in their farm organizations
crops or livestock not included in this study. For example, red
clover could be grown in the corn-small grain rotation in the place
of, or in addition to, lespedeza; strawberries have a place on some
farms. Cotton, important on some farms, is restricted to the south-
ern part of the area. Some farmers, for lack of capital or for other
reasons, might be unable to set up quite as large beef, dairy, or hog
enterprises as those included in the improved systems for the repre-
sentative farms. Furthermore, sheep could be combined profitably
with other livestock on some farms, particularly on those with
plenty of year-round pasture.
General Direction of Farm Improvements Assumed
As the farms are predominantly small to medium-sized upland
farms, it appears that to improve long-time incomes emphasis should
be placed on (1) increased production per acre of crops and pasture
and per unit of livestock through the use of improved practices
that pay; and (2) expansion in the production of livestock, particu-
larly dairying on small and medium-sized farms which have ade-
quate supplies of family labor. Acreage of burley tobacco should
be kept as high as feasible under acreage allotment programs. This
crop is particularly adapted to the smaller farms which are limited
in livestock production by acreage, but which have ample family
labor. Tobacco produced by family labor will return more net cash
income per acre than any other enterprise widely adapted to the
area.
Land on all farms should be used according to its capability.
These and certain other adjustments, such as greater use of
tractor-drawn equipment and mUking machines, should result in
more efficient use of land, labor and capital.
PRESENT AND ALTERNATIVE SYSTEMS ON SMALL FARMS
Small farms comprise about half the commercial farms in the
area. They range in size from about 40 to 80 acres of open land.
Crops generally grown are corn and lespedeza hay which are used
chiefly for feed on the farms where produced. A small acreage of
burley tobacco is grown on about half of the farms, principally on
the small dairy farms. These dairy-tobacco farms make up about
a third of the small commercial farms. But of the remaining farms,
which are designated as general farms, only a third produce tobacco.
Small farms, regardless of the type of farm organization,
usually_ keep a. flock of 50 to 75 hens and a few hogs, chiefly for
home use. They sell surplus poultry, eggs, feeder pigs, or hogs to
local dealers. "1t:noccasional small farmer has a few sheep.
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Operators of the small general farms tend to be older and to
have fewer working members in their families than do the small
dairy-tobacco farmers. Almost half of the operators of general
farms are 60 years old or older compared to 20 percent of the dairy-
tobacco farmers. The labor force on general farms usually ranges
from 0.75 to 1.25 man-equivalent, with the average slightly under
1.0. This compares with an average of 1.5 man-equivalents on small
dairy-tobacco farms.
Thus the available supply of labor is an important reason for
differences in the present crop and livestock organization on these
small farms, and will determine to an important degree the oppor-
tunities for improvements in organization and net returns.
The small farms discussed later represent both the general and
the dairy-tobacco types of farms so far as size is concerned, and
for the most part, as to major land uses and level of production
practices. The major difference in the basic resources of these two
groups of farms is the size of the labor force.
Present Systems on a Representative Small Farm
PRESENT GENERAL SYSTEM I
Farm resources
The typical general type small farm selected for analysis con-
tains 78 acres. About 35 acres are in crops and rotation pasture,
and 18 acres are in unimproved permanent pasture. About 12 acres
are idle, 6 acres are in woods, and the rest is in farmstead, roads,
and other miscellaneous uses (Table 1).
The soils on this farm are chiefly upland and terrace soils,
located mostly on slight to moderately rolling slopes. The chief
soil is Cumberland fine sandy loam on Band C slopes. Abernathy,
a colluvial soil, occurs in small areas. Sizeable areas of Yocum on
D slope, and Bodine and Calfki.Iler on E slope are on this farm.
(See Figure 3, page 20.)
Buildings consist of a small dwelling, a general livestock barn,
and a small poultry house. The barn is large enough for about 10
head of cattle and the poultry house for 100 hens.
The farm is equipped with the I-horse and 2-horse equipment
usually found on small general farms in the area. One full-time
man makes up the labor force.
Crop and livestock organization
The 30 acres of cropland harvested are used for production of
corn and hay. Hay crops grown are oats, lespedeza double-cropped
with oats, soybeans, and grass mixtures (Table 1). There is no
burley tobacco allotment on the farm. In fact, two-thirds of the
general farms do not grow tobacco. The sale of small amounts of
hay and corn provide the only sources of cash income from crops.
Productive livestock consists of 4 beef cows, a milk cow, 8 hogs,
and 75 hens. Cash income is obtained from the sale of beef calves,
and from hogs and poultry products not used for home consumption.
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TABLE I.-Major Land Uses, Crops and Livestock, Present and Alternative
Systems, Representative Small Farm, Eastern Highland Rim,
Tennessee
Present Systems Alternative Systems
Item I II II I
GradeB GradeB General-
Dairy- Dairy-Hog- Beef-
General Tobacco Tobacco Hog
Acres Acres Acres Acres
Major Land Use:
Cropland used for crops 30.3 31.3 32.0 26.0
Cropland idle 12.5 5.0
Rotation pasture 5.2 11.7 3.0 9.0
Total rotated 48.0 48.0 35.0 35>.0
Permanent pasture 17.7 17.7 35.0 35.0
Woodland 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0
Other land 6.3 6.3 2.0 2.0
All farm land 78.0 78.0 78.0 78.0
Crops:
Burley tobacco 1.0 1.0
Corn for gl'ain 14.0 14.0 10.5 11.0
Oats for grain 9.0
Wheat for grain 6.5 11.0
Alfalf'a hay 8.0 4.0
Lespedeza-grass hay 7.8 7.8 13.0 11.0
Other hay 16.3 16.3-- --
All crops harvested 38.1 39.1 48.0 37.0
Double cropped 7.8 7.8 16.0 11.0
Cropland used for crops 30.3 31.3 32.0 26.0
Number Number Number Number
Livestock:
Beef cows 4 16
Milk cows 1 8 15 1
Heifers 2 6 3
Bulls 1
Brood sows 1 2 2
Hogs 8 3 17 28
Feeder pigs 7 11
Hens 75 75 75 75
Works tack 2 2 2 2
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This system requires a total of about 155 days of work per
year. On the relatively few farms where tobacco is grown, averag-
ing one acre per farm, 50 to 55 days of additional labor are required.
Annual costs and returns
At 1949 prices the estimated gross income, including the value
of family privileges, would be about $1,800.7 After paying all cash
expenses and making allowance for depreciation and interest on
investment, returns to ,labor and management would amount to
about $600 (Table 3).
With 1937-41 average prices, returns to labor and management
for the general system would be a little more than $200.
As a third of the farmers in this group produce tobacco and at
least half of them have a labor force adequate to grow at least one
acre of tobacco, the results of adding an acre of tobacco to the
cropping system may be pointed out.
With a yield of 1,250 pounds of burley tobacco per acre and 1949
prices, gross cash income of the farm would be increased $550. Cash
expenses would be increased $85 and noncash costs $65. The latter
costs are made up of repairs, and average annual depreciation and
interest on the investment in tobacco barn and equipment. Thus,
by growing one acre of tobacco with family labor, the returns to
labor and management would be increased by about $400.8 To pro-
duce it, 530 hours of labor are used.
Defects in the present system
Principal defects in the present general system relate to the
small volume of business. This is the result of (1) emphasis on
extensive enterprises such as corn, hay, and beef cattle on a farm
with such a small acreage, and (2) low yield per acre of crop and
pasture land. Labor, workstock, buildinl5s, and machinery are not
used efficiently. For example, the full-time operator is idle, except
for chores, about half the time. For older men who cannot do full-
time work, the underemployment is considerably less during the
year. The team of workstock is used an average of only 70 days
per head.
PRESENT DAIRY-TOBACCO SYSTEM II
Because of the high degree of similarity in size of farms and
soil resources between the general and dairy systems ,the same
farm is used to represent these systems.
In contrast to the general system the dairy system has dairy
instead of beef cows. It has less idle land but more rotation pas-
ture. Except for 1 acre of tobacco, the same crops are grown. The
feed produced is adequate for 8 dairy cows, 2 head of workstock, a
brood sow (producing 2 litters of feeder pigs), fattening 2 hogs for
home use, and a small flock of chickens (Table 1).
7 Family privileges represent the farm value of food and fuel produced on the farm
and consumed by the operators' families, and a 10 percent rental charge for use of
dwellings.
8 No opportunity cost (net return from alternative use of the tobacco land) would "be
involved as idle land is available for the tobacco.
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This system requires approximately 314 days of labor. Except
for a few days of seasonal labor, this labor can be performed by the
farm operator and his family. Assuming 1.5 man-equivalents of
labor available and 280 days of work as 1.0 man-equivalent, the
family labor force would be employed at approximately 75 percent
of capacity.9
At the 1949 price level, the estimated returns to labor and
management ($1,135) for this system is nearly twice that for the
general (no tobacco) system (Table 3). At 1937-41 average prices,
returns to labor and management would be $500, or 44 percent of
the returns at the 1949 price level.
Major defects of the present dairy-tobacco system are low
yields of crops and pasture and low production per cow. Further-
more, the dairy herd is small largely because of low crop yields and
low carrying capacity of pastures. This, combined with a low pro-
duction per cow (4,250 pounds), result.s in a small volume of milk
for sale.
Alternative Systems on Representative Small Farms
This section deals with some ways of increasing incomes on
small farms in the Highland Rim Area of Tennessee. Estimated
incomes from various systems of farming which represent changes
in combination of enterprises and in production practices are com-
pared with the present situation on a typical small farm.
Most small farmers are now following practices considerably
below the level of improved practices. Therefore, a major way to
increase farm incomes is through the use of improved practices.
Comparisons of present practices and production with recommended
practices and resulting production are presented in Table 2.
Chief among these improved crop and pasture practices are heavier
applications of fertilizer and lime, and higher quality of seed. Also
important are (1) shifting from low to higher yielding hay and
pasture crops, and (2) fitting crops and pasture to the capabi.lities
of the land, such as continuous corn on well drained bottom land
and alfalfa rotation on the more sloping cropland. Increased pro-
duction of livestock would result chiefly from higher quality and
more productive pasture and hay, and from better management
practices.
Combined with improved practices to make up the alternative
systems of farming on this representative small farm are changes
in crop and livestock organizations. In developing these alternative
systems, it was assumed that the present size of farm and the
present labor force would be kept. Two basic farm organizations
are analyzed. In one, dairying is the basic enterprise around which
the farm is organized; in the other, beef cattle form t'.1e nucleus of
the farming system (Table 1).
o In this report labor used consists of work on crops. pasture. an:i livestock and on
certain overhead jobs such as hauHng 'llanure. and maintenance of tractors and machin-
ery. Excluded are such items as home gardens. fuel wood for the home and clearing
fence rows.
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TABLE 2.-Enterprise Practices and Rates of Production, Present and
Alternative Systems on Representative Farms,
Eastern Highland Rim, Tennessee1
Present System Alternative System2
Production Production
Practices per acre Practices per acre
(Inputs per acre or (Inputs per acre or
Enterprise or per head) per head or per head) per head
Corn for Seed Seed, 10# hybrid
grain3 7 lbs. open polli- Upland:
nated Fert., 75 lbs. 33-0-0
Fertilizer, 30-35 bu. 300 lbs. 4-12-4 5,0 bu.
150-200 lbs. 0-20-0 Manure, 5 tons
Manure, Bottom land:
1.5 tons Above + 150 lbs.
33-0-0 70 bu.
Oats for Seed, 1.5 bu. Seed, 2 bu.
grain Fertilizer, 30 bu. Fertilizer,
200 lbs. 2-12-6 300 lbs. 4-12-4 50 bu.
100 lbs. 33-0-0
Barley for Seed, 1.5 bu. Seed, 2 bu.
grain Fertilizer, 30 bu. Fert., 300 lbs. 4-12-4 40 bu.
200 lbs. 2-12-6 100 lbs. 33-0-0
In alfalfa rotation
Wheat for Seed, 1 bu. Seed, 1Y4 bu.
grain Fertilizer, 15 bu. Fertilizer,
250 lbs. 2-12-6 300 lbs. 4-12-4 25 bu.
100 lbs. 33-0-0
Lespedeza Seed, Korean 1 ton or Seed, Korean 20 lbs. 1.0 T 1st yr.
hay or 20 lbs. 70 cow- (Sown in small gr.) 1.75 T 2nd
pasture days Fertilizer, 100 lbs. yr., or
grazing 0-45-0, 40 lbs. 105 cow-
0-0-50 days avg.
Alfalfa Establish: Establish:
Seed, 20 lbs. Seed, alfalfa 20 lbs.
Gr. limestone 1.5 Orchard grass
tons 5 lbs.
Fertilizer, Gr. limestone, 2
400 lbs. 0-20-0 tons
Maintain (annual): 2 tons Fertilizer with
Fertilizer, borax, 900 lbs. 3 tons
100 lbs. 0-20-0 2-12-12
(3-year life) Inoculate seed
Maintain (annual):
Fertilizer,
450 lbs. 0-10-20
20 lbs. boI"ax
(4-year life)
Burley Seed 1h oz. Seed 1h oz.
tobacco Fertilizer, 1,250 lbs. Fertilizer, 1,800 lbs.
500 lbs. 2-12-6 1,000 lbs. 5-10-5
Manure, 5 tons M'anure, 10 tons
(Table 2, continued on next page)
1Applicable to all sizes of iarms unless otherwise stated.
2 The production rates associated with the recommended practices for the alternative
systems are based on experimental results adjusted to farm conditions with good man-
agement. Fertilization rates are based on average fertility levels rather than on soil tests
of representative farms (low P205 and medium K20).
3 Exception on large farms: Present system. 200 lbs. 2-12-6fertilizer and 5 tons manure.
40 bushels per acre; alternative systems. 55 bu. per acre.
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TABLE2.-(Continued)-Enterprise Practices and Rates of Production,
Present and Alternative Systems on Representative Farms,
Eastern Highland Rim, Tennessee
Present System Alternative System1
Production IProduction
Practices per acre Practices per acre
(Inputs per acre or (Inputs per acre I orEnterprise or per head) 2 per head or per head)2 per head
Permanent No lime, fertilizer Establish
pasture or manure. 60 cow- Seed 140cow-
Lespedeza and red days Ladino clover 2 lbs. days3
top predominate Orchard grass 14 or 1.5
lbs. acres per
(Or fescue 10 lbs.) animal
Large farms: Gr. limestone 2 tons unit.
1 ton lime, 10-12 Fertilizer
yrs. 1000 lbs. 3-12-6
100 lbs. 0-20-0 on 80 cow- Maintain (annual) :
a third of acreage days Fertilizer 200 lbs.
yearly 0-20-20 + 50 lbs.
33-0-0
Gr. limestone 1.5
tons every 7-8 yrs.
1.8 tons legume hay; 5,250 lbs.
Milk cow 1.5 tons mixed hay 4,250 lbs. 1500 lbs. concen-
1700 lbs. concen- trates; (oats,
trates, largely ground corn and
ground corn; and 3 cottonseed meal or
acres pasture, equivalent); 1.5
mostly unimproved acres improved
perm. pasture
Beef cow 1 ion hay; 50 lbs. 1 350-to 1 ton hay; 100 lbs. 1 450-lb.
concentrates, 3.5 400-lb. concentrates; 1314 calf
acres pasture, calf improved perm. 90% calf
mosily unimproved 85% calf pasture (cow and crop
crop calf)
Brood sow 25 bu. corn; 100 lbs. 10 pigs 25 bu. corn equiva- 14 pigs
and pigs tankage; 0.5 acre raised lent; 200 lbs. tank- raised
io unimproved age; 0.2 acre im-
weaning pasture proved pasture
Hogs incl.
500 lbs. corn; 10 1100lbs. 1400lbs. corn; 30 IbS.\100lbs.breeding lbs. tankage; 0.1 tankage; 0.07 acresstock
Hens unimproved pasture improved pasture
(Farm 1 bu. corn or equiva- 7 doz. 82 lbs. grain and 12doz.
flock) lent. About one- mash. Replace at
third of hens re- least two-'thirds of
placed with pullets hens with pullets
annually. annually.
1 For recommendation on varieties, see Leaflet No. 133, (Oct. 1953)Agricultural Extension
Service, University of Tennessee.
2 To minimize costs farmers should apply the highest analysis fertilizers available within
the approximate limits of plant food requirements indicated for each crop and pasture
in this table.
3 Grazing capacity on E slopes estimated to be a third less, or about 100 days.
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ALTERNATIVE DAIRY-TOBACCO SYSTEM II
Organization and practices
This alternative dairy-tobacco system would retain the hasic
enterprises of the present dairy-tobacco system. The crop organi-
zation for this alternative would be built around alfalfa and lespe-
deza hay; corn and small grain for feed; and improved pasture. By
using all idle land and by double-cropping small grain and lespedeza,
enough land would be available to grow 8 acres of alfalfa hay, about
10 acres of corn, and about 15 acres of small grain and Korean
lespedeza. Except for a few acres for supplementary grazing,
lespedeza would be cut for hay. About 35 acres of permanent
pasture would be grown (Table 1).
Figures 3 and 4 show how these crops and pastures would be
adjusted to the capabi.lities of the land. Because the farm is small,
the alternative plan calls for intensive use of the land within its
capabilities and the system of farming. For example, corn for
grain would be grown continuously on the well drained alluvial soil
in Field 6. An acre of alluvial soil in Field 4 would be included in
the pasture area. On B slopes corn would be grown in a 2-year
rotation with wheat and lespedeza. The lespedeza would be double-
cropped with wheat. Most of the C slopes would be seeded to
alfalfa, and oats and lespedeza. Oats double-cropped with lespedeza
would be grown continuously in a 1-year rotation.
With minor exceptions permanent pastures would be seeded
on D and E slopes. Here, ladino clover and orchard grass is a
preferred pasture mixture for dairy cows. On E slopes, however,
a blue grass or fescue mixture might be necessary to lessen the
frequency of reseeding which would minimize erosion on this steep
land.
By making these land use adjustments and adopting the crop
production practices shown in Table 2, enough feed, except protein
supplement, would be grown to feed 15 dairy cows and replacements,
a farm flock of chickens, and 2 head of workstock, and fatten 17 of
the 28 pigs raised.
Milk production per cow would be increased about 25 percent
to a minimum of 5,250 pounds by grazing better quality pastures,
and by feeding better quality hay and a concentrate ration balanced
in relation to the quality of roughage feed and needs of the cows.
Largely as a result of better quality pasture and improvements in
dairy-management practices, milk production per unit of concen-
trate feed could be increased from a ratio of 2.5 pounds of milk per
pound of concentrates to a ratio of 3.5 to 1. In the long run some
further increase in milk production per cow could be expected from
herd improvement. Calves would be sold when about a week old
as the milk required to produce a heavier veal would be worth more
than the veal produced.
Annual costs and returns
At the 1949 price level, approximately 60 per cent of the $5,260
cash income would be obtained from whole milk marketed through
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Symbols:
14 Abernathy
26 Cumberland londy clay loom
27 Cumberland fine sandy loam
37 Yocum londy clay loam
118 eallkille,
127 Bodine
A under 2 % .Iope
8 2·7% .Iape
e 7-12% .Iape
o 12.20% .Iape
E 20.30 % .Iape
+ Deposited mote rial
1 Slight sheet erosion
2 Moderate sheet erosion
3 Moderotely .ever. sheet erosion
7 Occosionol gullye Depression
= Highway
- ¥- •. fence • Hou.e
Figure 3.-Soil Resource Map, Representative Small Farm,
Eastern Highland Rim, Tennessee
Field
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
Use
Corn, wheat Clespedeza)l
Permonent pasture
Oats ((espedoza)1
Permonent pasture
Allalla
Co,n, continuous
Permanent pasture
Alfalfa
Wheat (lespedeza)/1 CO,"
Tobacco
Homesteod'
Woodland
Woodland
Total
]Lespedeza double.cropped
6.0
15.0
9.0
12.0
4.0
4.0
8.0
4.0
7.0
1.0
2.0
3.0
3.0
78.0
I
'"I
~Jt-)&...
\
/3•/
-'"
Figure 4.-Proposed Land Use and Field Arrangement, Representative
Small Farm, Eastern Highland Rim, Tennessee
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TABLE 3.-Comparison of Estimated Income and Expenses, Present and
Alaternative Systems, Representative Small Farm,
Eastern Highland Rim, Tennessee
Present Systems Alternative Systems
Item I II II I
GradeB GradeB General-
Dairy- Dairy-Hog- Beef-
General Tobacco Tobacco Hog
Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars
Income: 1949 Prices
Cash
Crops 360 550 1,080 350
Livestock 748 1,531 4,180 2,835,
Family privileges 715 715 715 715
Total income 1,823 2,796 5,975 3,900
Expenses:
Cash
Direct crop 115 214 1,008 745
Direct livestock 257 404 915 400
Other 207 270 472 268
Depreciation 159 201 330 297
Total expenses 738 1,089 2,725 1,710
Returns to capital, l,abor & m'g't. 1,085 1,707 3,250 2,190
Interest on investment 483 572 780 725
Returns to labor & management:
Cash -113 420 1,755 7501
Cash plus family privileges 602 1,135 2,470 1,465
Returns per hour of labor:
Cash -0.07 0.14 0.49 0.35
Cash plus family privileges .39 .38 .69 .68
1937-41 average prices
Total income 790 1,290 2,780 1,650
Total expenses 375 555, 1,380 870
Returns to labor and management:
Cash -85 200 775 180
Cash plus family privileges 215 500 1,075 480
Returns per hour of labor:
Cash -0.05 0.07 0.22 0.08
Cash plus family privileges .14 .17 .30 .22
Interest on average investment (5%) 200 235 325 300
1By substituting 1 acre of tobacco for 1 acre of corn, cash labor returns would be
increased to $1,225and cash returns per hour of labor to 46 cents.
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the local assembly plant of the condensery or the cheese manufac-
turing plant and about 16 percent would come from sales of poultry,
eggs, veal calves, and hogs.
Returns to labor and management ($2,470) including family
privileges are about 4 times the returns from the present dairy-
tobacco system (Table 3). In addition the operator would have
interest on the part of the investment that he owns free of debt.
At the 1937-41 average price level, gross income would be
reduced to approximately 47 percent of the 1949 income level. Total
expenses, including interest on the investment, would decline about
50 percent; thus net returns to labor and management would be
about $1,075, or 44 percent of the 1949 level. The farmer's income
dollar at 1937-41 prices would buy relatively less than in 1949, and
debts contracted at 1949 prices would be harder to pay.
Establishing and operating the system
Labor requirements. The operator of this dairy-tobacco alter-
native would work about 40 10-hour days establishing stands of
alfalfa and permanent pasture, doing part of the remodeling of
buildings, and making changes in the farm layout. To operate
this system, using workstock for power, would require about 400
days of man labor per year, or 70 days more than are needed for
the present dairy-tobacco system (Table 4). By adding a milking
machine to the farm equipment, labor requirements would be kept
within the capacity of the fami,ly labor force, with only a few days
of seasonal labor hired. Monthly distribution of labor on crops
and livestock is shown in Figure 5.
Capital requirements. At 1949 prices, a cash outlay of $5,085
would be required to shift from the present dairy-tobacco system
to this alternative system. About $1,360 would be needed to
establish alfalfa, improve the permanent pastures and make other
similar improvements. For remodeling the livestock barn and
building new fences, about $740 would be needed. A double unit
mi,lking machine and grain drill would cost about $850. If the addi-
tional cattle were bought at 1949 prices, the cost would amount to
about $1,850 (Table 5).
As a result of these additions to the physical plant, the average
investment would be increased to $15,500 (Table 6).
Extra cash needed to pay larger current operating costs could
be paid chiefly out of current income from sales of milk. Conse-
quently, this item would not be an important addition to current
investment needs.
Transition problems
The greatest problem connected with establishing this dairy-
tobacco alternative probably would be financing the initial cash
outlay, which equals almost half the average investment of the
present dairy-tobacco system. To shift from the general system I
to this alternative dairy-tobacco system II, about $5,000 additional
capital would be needed (Table 5). This would be a real problem
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Ie-hour days
Alternative_Dairy-Tobacco System II
40
)0
20
10
o
Present Dairy Tobacco System II
40
)0
20
1r--:-~iirX'
10
o
Alternative General-Beer-Tobacco System H
30
20 L_~:--:-:-I~Z:::Jr.::::'::l
10
o
.Alternative General-Beer-Hog System I
)0
20
10
o Jan. Feb. ~. Apr. May June Jul,y Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.
Present General System I
_ Livestock IE!! Burley tobacco c=J Other crops and miscellaneous
Figure 5.-Monthly Labor Distribution, Present and Alternative Systems,
Representative Small Farm, Eastern Highland Rim, Tennessee
for most small operators because they have been unable to accumu-
late funds from their small farm incomes. Furthermore, short-
time credit facilities are not well adapted to financing such improve-
ments as establishing permanent pastures.
Cash requirements could be reduced or distributed over more
than a year. For example, the cash outlay for additional cows
could be minimized by keeping heifers from the present herd. To
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TABLE 4.-Summary of Labor and Power Requirements, Present and
Alternative Systems, Representative Small Farm,
Eastern Highland Rim, Tennessee
Present Systems Alternative Systems
I n n
Item
I
Gra~e B Grade B I
I Dairy- Dairy-Hog- General-
General Tobacco Tobacco Beef-Hog
Days Days Days Days
Man laber
Operator and family 155 300 360 215
Wage and custom 10 14 40 10
Total 165 314 400 225
Horse work
Total 131 140 164 145
TABLE 5.-Cash Cost of Establishing Alternative Systems, Representative
Small Farm, Eastern Highland Rim, Tennessee1
Item
I
General- Beef -Hog
System
n
Grade B Dairy-
Tobacco System
Dollars Dollars
1949 Prices
Establish alfalfa
Establish permanent pasture
Other land improvement
320
1,040
230
1,590
315
425
60
1,85.0
465
380
5,085
1937-41
2,435
160
1,040
240
Total 1,440
315
275
60
2,720
Fence
Remodel barn
Hogs
Cattle
Milking machine
Other machinery 310
5,120Grand total cost
average prices
Grand total cost 2,295
1 To establish each of these systems. the operator also would furnish 35 to 40 10-hour
days of iabor. 200 fence posts. and 2,000 board feet of lumber.
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TABLE 6.-Average Capital Investment, Present and Alternative Systems,
Representative SmaH Farm, Eastern Highland Rim, Tennessee
Present Systems Alternative Systems
II II
Item GradeB GradeB I
I Dairy-Hog- Dairy-Hog- General.
General Tobacco Tobacco Beef-Hog-
Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars
1949 Prices
Real estate
Land 5,,190 5,190 5,190 5,190
Buildings 2,030 2,885 3,230 2,240
Other improvements 225 225 1,215 1,105
Total 7,445 8,300 9,635 8,535
Productive livestock
Cattle 925 1,660 3,360 3,740
Other 270 225 450 665
Total 1,195 1,885 3,810 4,405
Workstock 150 15,0 150 150
Machinery and equipment 495 550 990 660
Feed and supplies 375 555 935 775
Grand total 9,660 11,440 15,520 14,525
1937-41 average prices
Real estate 2,980 3,320 3,850 3,415
Livestock 540 815 1,580 1,825
Machinery and equipment 280 315 5.65 375
Feed and supplies 190 275 465 390
Total 3,990 4,725 6,460 6,005
provide normal replacements and expand the herd to 15 cows, this
procedure would reqaire a minimum of three years. During this
period, the pasture a.nd feed program could be developed. Also, if
this procedure were followed, the operator could reduce the expendi-
tures for custom work preparing land for alfalfa and permanent
pastures. With less vressure from current operations, he could use
farm workstock and family labor to perform these tasks.
As y~elds of corn, wheat, and tobacco could be increased fairly
early in the improved system, a substantial part of the initial cash
outlay would be financed from the sale of additional hogs, wheat,
and tobacco.
Related to the capital problem are the risks involved in estab-
lishing the alternative system. For example, a severe drought
could result in heavy losses in capital invested in alfalfa and perma-
nent pastures. A general price decline or a shift in price relation-
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ships could, if severe enough, make it difficult to retire indebtedness
from current incomes.
While opportunities for increased return are relatively large,
opportunities of losses from mismanagement, as well as from risks
inherent in dairying, are also large. For beginning dairymen
losses from these causes could be minimized in the early period of
developing this system by building up the dairy herd gradually.
ALTERNATIVE GENERAL-BEEF-HOG SYSTEM I
Some farmers, because of age, health, or inclination, will not
shift from general farming to dairying. These farmers, however,
could increase farm incomes by making adjustments in present
farming systems and by adopting better farming methods. This
could be done without increasing the labor load materially.
In order to show the probable effects of such adjustments on
small farms, estimates of costs and returns are presented for a
general-beef-hog type of organization without burley tobacco.
Organization and practices
In alternative general.beef-hog system I, both rotation land
and permanent pasture would be used more intensively than at
present (Table 1). This intensification would involve using all
idle ,land for crops and pasture, shifting part of the hay land to
alfalfa, and unimproved permanent pasture to a combination of
ladino clover and either orchard grass or fescue. Such pasture
would have an estimated carrying capacity of an average of one
beef cow and calf to 1% to 21,4 acres. While both the acreages of
corn and hay would be reduced slightly below present levels, aver-
age yields and total production would be increased as a result of
adopting improved practices (Table 2). Wheat in rotation with
corn and ,lespedeza would be added to the crops grown.
Except for minor differences, crop rotations and land use for
this system would be the same as the dairy-tobacco-hog alternative.
As in the present system, no tobacco would be grown.
With this crop and pasture organization and larger yields per
acre, this farm would provide feed for 16 beef cows, 2 brood sows,
28 hogs, a milk cow, a small flock of chickens, and a team of work-
stock.
This system would require annually about 225 10-hour days
of labor, which is equivalent to about 0.7 of a man-equivalent. For
about half of the present operators of small general farms (those
60 years old or older), this represents approximately full-time
employment. For others it represents only about 70 percent full-
time employment.
Not more than 10 days of labor would need to be hired as the
seasonal distribution of the labor load is sufficiently uniform that
one man could perform all tasks except those requiring a minimum
of two men, as in hay harvesting (Figure 5).
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Annual costs and returns
At the 1949 price level, the estimated returns to labor and
management would be about $1,450. Almost half of this return
would be products used by the operator's family and estimated rent
for use of dwelling. This is more than double the la:bor and man-
agement return from the present general-beef cattle system.
At the 1937-41 average price level, the returns, including fam-
ily privi,leges, to labor and management would be $480, which is
only a third of returns obtained at 1949 prices.
Establishing the system.
A cash outlay of about $5,100 would be required at the 1949
price level to shift from the present general system I to this alter-
native general-beef-hog system I. Less equipment would be needed
for the general-beef-hog farm than for the dairy system, but a
larger investment in livestock would be required (Table 5). This
is due in part to adding a bull to the beef herd, whereas the dairy
cows would be bred by artificial insemination.
To seed pastures and alfalfa, and do miscellaneous jobs con-
nected with establishing this system would require about 35 10-hour
days of labor.
Transition problems
As in the alternative dairy-tobacco system, financing the gen-
eral-beef-hog alternative would represent the greatest problem of
getting from the present system to the alternative. It is likely
that the problem would be more serious for the operator of the
general-beef-hog system, inasmuch as his yearly net farm income
has been smaller and would continue smaller than that of the
operator of the dairy-tobacco system.
The cost of converting to the general-beef-hog system, however,
could be spread over 3 or 4 years by buying 3 or 4 additional cows
the first year and keeping heifers for replacements and her expan-
sion, thereby reducing the cash outlay. During this period of herd
development, the feed and pasture programs could be established.
If tobacco is added to the crop organization, the problem of provid-
ing capital for estaiblishing the general-beef-hog alternative system
would be ,lessened further. At 1949 prices, 1 acre of burley tobacco,
producing 1,800 pounds per acre, would increase returns to labor
and management about $460 annually. At least a part of the addi-
tional returns might be used to make the transition from the present
to the alternative system. Furthermore, the addition of this acre-
age of tobacco to the general-beef-hog alternative would provide
essentially full employment for 1 man-equivalent. (See Alternate
I-A, Figure 5, page 23.)
Price and weather risks discussed in connection with the dairy-
tobacco system would apply with equal degree to the general-beef-
hog system.
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Summary Comparison of Present and Alternative Systems
Improvements in present practices, as well as adjustments in
crop and livestock organization, give farmers opportunities for
increasing incomes on small farms. On this representative small
farm, changes in both practices and organization would be essential
if the largest labor returns are to be obtained.
The effect of improving production practices, changing the type
of hay and pasture, and increasing livestock numbers to utilize the
increased feed supply can be evaluated roughly by comparing
returns from the present general-beef system I and the alternative
general-beef-hog system 1. At 1949 prices, estimated return to
labor and management is about $860 more from the alternative
system than from the present system. A similar comparison may
be made between the present dairy-tobacco system II and the
alternative dairy-tobacco system II. The estimated return to labor
and management is about $1,340 more from the alternative system
than from present system. Therefore, it appears that increased
efficiency would result in considerable increases in income for both
of the alternative systems.
A rough evaluation of the effect of the change in organization
also can be made by comparing alternative systems I and II. With
improved practices used with both systems and 1949 prices, esti-
mated returns to labor and management are about $1,000 more
for dairy-tobacco system II than for the general-beef-hog system 1.
This difference in income may be attributed in a large measure to
differences in the crop and livestock organizations.
The dairy-tobacco alternative would be more profitable relative
to the general-beef-hog alternative with 1937-41 average prices
than with 1949 prices. The return to labor and management for
the dairy-hog-tobacco system would be 2.2 times that of the general-
beef-hog system with 1937-41 prices and 1.7 times with 1949 prices.
Of the prices received for the two major products, milk for process-
ing and beef calves, milk was higher relative to beef for the 1937-41
price situation than in 1949. With 1949 prices 100 pounds of beef
would buy about 560 pounds of milk for processing. With 1937-41
average prices, 100 pounds of beef would buy only 500 pounds
of milk.
Considerably more labor, both hired and family, would be
needed for the alternative dairy-tobacco system II than for either
the alternative general-beef-hog system I or the general-beef-hog
system with tobacco I-A. However, returns per hour of labor (cash
plus farm privileges) are slightly higher for the general-beef-hog
tobacco system than for the dairy-tobacco alternative.
There is no significant difference in investments between alter-
native systems I and II when both systems include tobacco.
Returns to labor and management from present systems of
farming, $600 for the general system and $1,135 for the dairy-
tobacco system, each including $715 family privileges, are low.
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Even with farm reorganization and improved production practices,
the returns to labor and management would be relatively low in
comparison with full-time off-farm employment, particularly the
general-beef-hog system (without tobacco). However, many of
the operators of these farms are perhaps too old to obtain nonfarm
employment. Therefore, the general-beef-hog farming system may
represent their best alternative.
PRESENT AND ALTERNATIVE SYSTEMS ON
MEDIUM-SIZED FARMS
Approximately a third of all commercial farms in the area are
in the medium-sized group, ranging from 80 to 139 acres of cleared
land. On about two-thirds of these farms, beef cattle is the princi-
pal livestock enterprise, with most farmers producing a few hogs
and chickens, and eggs for sale and family use. Most of these
general-type farms sell small quantities of milk for processing or
as cream. Less than half grow burley tobacco. On the remaining
third of these medium-sized farms, grade B dairying- (milk for
processing plants) is the major livestock enterprise. Most of these
grow tobacco and produce a few hogs, poultry, and eggs for sale
and home use. Grain and hay crops are grown chiefly for feed.
Family labor predominates in the farm labor force which
approximates 1.25 to 1.5 man-equivalents on general-livestock farms
and 1.75 man-equivalents on dairy-hog-tobacco farms. In addition,
the average farm operator in both groups generally hires a few days
of labor, chiefly during harvest season. Thus, the labor force
available must be taken into account in deciding upon the type of
farm organization.
Tractors are increasing in number, but workstock remain the
major source of power on most medium-sized farms in the area.
The medium-sized farm selected to show the probable effects
of making adjustments in present farming systems represents both
the general-livestock and the dairy-tobacco systems in size, major
land uses, and levels of production practices. The major difference
in the basic resources of these two farm groups is the size of the
fami.ly labor force.
Present Systems on a Representative Medium-Sized Farm
PRESENT GENERAL-BEEF-HOG SYSTEM I
Farm resources
This representative farm contains 178 acres, of which 121
acres are available for crops and pasture use. The remainder is in
woods, except a few acres in farmstead, roads, and miscelleaneous
uses. About 55 are in harvested crops. Idle land accounts for
about 10 acres of the total cropland.
Most of the soil is gently sloping to sloping (B and C slopes)
Cookeville silt loam of moderate fertility and moderate to severe
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erosion. This soil is now used chiefly for harvested crops. The
present pasture ,land consists principally of steep Cookeville and
plowable stony Talbott. A small acreage of Lindside, an imperfectly
drained bottomland soil, is also in pasture (Figure 6). The farm
woodland is on steep nonplowable stony Talbott soil.
Farm buildings consist of a dwelling, two livestock barns, a
poultry house, and a grain storage house. The farm is equipped
with horse-drawn machinery usually found on general farms of
this size.
Farm organization
The organization of this general-livestock farm is built around
beef cattle and hogs as the major enterprises, supplemented by a
few dairy cows and a farm flock of hens. A small wheat crop is
marketed, but the bulk of the corn and hay crops are fed on the
farm. No tobacco is grown. (See Table 7 for the crop and live-
stock organization on the general-beef-hog system.)
The labor force consists of about 1.5 man-equivalent of family
labor. A few days of seasonal labor are available when needed.
Farm power is supplied by 4 head of workstock.
Annual costs and returns
This organization returns about $3,750 total income at 1949
prices. The net return to labor and management after deducting
all cost including depreciation and interest on average investment
is $1,075. This includes about $700 value of family privileges
(Table 8).
With 1937-41 average prices, returns to labor and manage-
ment would be about $355, including fami,ly privileges valued at
$300.
Defects in the present system
Largely because of low crop and pasture production per acre,
total production is small relative to the size of the farm. Except
for a slightly larger corn yield per acre than on the typical small
farm, the same relatively low average crop, pasture and livestock
production rates apply to both small and medium-size farms (Table
2, page 18). Thus neither labor, buildings, machinery nor work-
stock are used efficiently. The 4 head of workstock are worked an
average of 60 10-hour days per head annually.
PRESENT DAIRY-HOG-TOBACCO SYSTEM II
This farming system is organized around a 12-cow dairy herd
as a nucleus, with tobacco and hogs the major supplementary enter-
prises. The land use and crop patterns are very similar to the pres-
ent general-beef-hog system previously described (Table 7). The
dairy system has a few acres of alfalfa, a few more acres of corn,
and 1.5 acres of hurley tobacco not found on the typical general
farm.
This organization provides almost full-time work (535 days)
for 2 men. Four head of workstock are used for power.
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TABLE 7.-Major Land Uses, Crops, and Livestock for Present and
Alternative Systems, Representative Medium-sized
Farm, Eastern Highland Rim, Tennessee
Present Systems Alternative Systems
II 1
Item 1 GradeB II General-
General- Dairy-Hog- GradeB Beef-Hog-
Beef-Hog Tobacco Dairy-Hog Tobacco
Acres
Major Land Use:
Cropland harvested 54.5
Idle cropland 11.0
Rotation pasture 12.5
Total rotated 78.0
Permanent pasture 43.0
Woodland 50.0
Other land 7.0
All farm land 178.0
Crops Harvested:
Burley tobacco
Corn for grain 2.'1.0
Soybeans for beans 5.0
Oats for grain
Wheat for grain 10.0
Alfalfa hay
Lespedeza grass hay 24.5
Other hay 10.0
All crops harvested 74.5
Double cropped 20.0
Cropland used for crops 54.5
Number
Livestock:
Beef cows
Milk cows
Heifers
Steers 1 year +
Bull
Brood sows
Slaughter hogs
Feeder pigs
Hens
Workstock
9
3
2
5
1
2
20
100
4
100
Acres
54.5
11.0
12.5
78.0
43.0
50.0
7.0
178.0
1.5
30.0
8.0
3.0
20.0
10.0
72.5
18.0
54.5
Number
12
4
1
3
30
100
4
Acres
52.5
6.0
58.5
62.5
50.0
7.0
178.0
15.5
8.0
7.5
16.0
17.0
64.0
11.5
52.5
Number
30
12
2
14
14
100
Acres
44.4
14.1
58.5
62.5
50.0
7.0
178.0
1.5
14.3
9.3
5.0
28.6
58.7
14.3
44.4
Number
35
1
7
1
3
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At the 1949 price level, the estimated returns to labor and
management amounts to about $1,660, or approximately 50 percent
more than obtained from the present general-beef-hog system
(Table 8). With average 1937-41 prices, labor and management
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returns would be almost $630, a drop of about two-thirds from the
1949 level.
The major defect in the dairy-tobacco system is the low rates
of crop and livestock production which results in small volume of
production in relation to land and labor.
Alternative Systems on Representative Medium-sized Farms
This section deals with adjustments that would increase in-
comes on typical medium-sized farms, using the procedure applied
to small farms. These adjustments include changes in organization
and in production practices to get greater efficiency in the use of
farmers' resources through higher rates of production, larger total
volume of production, and improvement in labor efficiencies such as
substituting tractor power for workstock. No changes would be
made in farm size in the alternative systems.
ALTERNATIVE DAIRY -HOG SYSTEM II
Organization and practices
A 30-cow dairy is the nucleus around which the dairy-hog
alternative would be built. Crops would be grown in two rotations.
One is a 6-year rotation of alfalfa 4 years, corn 1 year, and small
grain 1 year.lO The other is a 3-year rotation of corn the 1st year,
small grain (oats and wheat) the 2nd year, and lespedeza alone the
3rd year. The lespedeza would be seeded in the small grain in the
2nd year of rotation. These crops would be grown on Cookeville
soil, chiefly on B slopes (Figures 6 and 7).II Alfalfa would be kept
on C slope land as much as practicable.
These rotations would provide about 15 acres of corn for grain,
and about an equal acreage of small grain, and alfalfa and lespedeza
hay. In addition lespedeza would supply a few acres of pasture to
supplement about 60 acres of permanent pasture (Table 7).
All of the strongly rolling and steep land (D and E slopes)
would be in permanent pasture. Ladino clover and orchard grass
would make up a large part, if not all, of this pasture. Blue grass
or fescue may be used in the pasture mixture on the steep slopes.
Except for protein supplement, this crop and pasture system
would produce enough feed for 30 dairy cows and replacements, in
addition to a few hogs and chickens.
The increased feed production with this alternative system
would feed more than twice as large a dairy herd and with higher
feeding rates than fed at present. This larger production would
result not only in a shift to higher producing alfalfa hay and Ladino-
orchard grass pasture, but also to the use of all idle land in the crop
rotation and to the adoption of improved production practices
(Table 2, page 17).
10Alfalfa, however, would be left in production as long as the yield per acre stayed
at about 3 tons per acre.
11Land on B slopes could be planted to row crops, such as corn, as often as 1 in 2
years insofar as the capability of the soil is concerned. But in dairy-hog system, which
uses fully the labor force, enough corn can be produced to supply the needs on the farm
by growing it 1 year in 3 in the rotation.
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It is assumed that the same livestock production practices
would be followed for the dairy-hog alternative on the medium-
sized farm as for the dairy alternative on the small farm and that
the same rates of production would result (Table 2, page 18).
Annual costs and returns
At 1949 prices returns to labor and management, including
family privileges, from this alternative dairy-hog system would
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TABLE. 8.-Comparison of Estimated Income and Expenses, Present and
Alternative Systems, Representative Medium-sized
Farm, Eastern Highland Rim, Tennessee
Present Systems Alternative Systems
II I
Item I GradeB II General-
General- Dairy- GradeB Beef-Hog·
Beef-Hog1 Tobacco Dairy-Hog Tobacco
Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars
1949 prices
Income:
Cash
Crops 446 868 350 1,415
Livestock 2,579 3,575. 7,545 5,150
Family privileges 715 715 715 715
Total income 3,740 5,158 8,610 7,280
Expenses:
Cash
Direct crop 290 430 1,140 1,283
Direct livestock 416 682 1,341 685
Other cash 495 830 1,108 885
Depreciation 369 408 616 637
Total expenses 1,570 2,350 4,205 3,490
Returns to capital,
labor & m'g't. 2,170 2,808 4,405 3,790
Interest on investment 1,095 1,148 1,460 1,510
Returns to labor & m'g't.:
Cash 360 945 2,230 1,5,65
Cash plus family privileges 1,075 1,660 2,945 2,280
Returns per hour of labor:
Cash 0.11 0.22 0.46 0.45
Cash plus family privileges .33 .38 .61 .66
1937-41 average prices
Total income 1,605 2,300 4,050 3,140
Total expenses 800 1,200 2,145 1,780
Returns to labor & m'g't.:
Cash 55 327 988 430
Cash plus family privileges 355 627 1,288 730
Returns per hour of labor:
Cash 0.02 0.0£1 0.21 0.12
Cash plus family privileges .11 .14 .27 .21
Interest on investment 450 473 617 630
1This system with 1.5 acres of burley tobacco, designated as present general-beef-hog-
tobacco system I-A, returns at 1949 prices an additional $600 to operator and family
labor. It requires 80 days of additional labor. See page 15.
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amount to about $2,950, about 75 percent more than the returns
from the present dairy-tobacco system (Table 8).
About 80 percent of the cash income from the alternative
system would be obtained from the dairy enterprise. The remainder
would come from wheat, hogs, and chickens.
Labor and management returns at the 1937-41 average price
level would drop to around $1,300.
Establishing and operating the system
Labor requirements. To establish stands of alfalfa and perma-
nent pasture, remodel barns, and make minor adjustments in the
farm ,layout would require about 60 10-hour days of man labor.
About the same number of days of labor would be needed annually
to operate this alternative dairy-hog system as the present dairy-
tobacco system (Table 9). Use of tractor power and electric milking
machines would enable the labor force to accomplish a signficantly
greater amount of work with only a few extra days worked. Thus,
without tobacco this alternative dairy system would provide full-
time work for the labor force on the average medium-sized dairy
farm. Furthermore, the dairy system would provide a more even
seasonal distribution of work. This would enable the operator and
his family to do more work, which would reduce the amount of
labor hired (Table 9 and Figure 8).
TABLE g.-Summary of Labor and Power Requirements, Present and
Alternative Systems, Representative Medium-sized
Farm, Eastern Highland Rim, Tennessee
(lO-hour days)
Present Systems Alternative Systems
II II I
Item I GradeB GradeB General-
General- Dairy-Hog- Dairy- Beef-Hog-
Beef-Hog Tobacco Hog Tobacco
Days Days Days Days
Man labor
Operator and family 325 435 480 345
Wage 20 100 40 30
Total 345 535 520 375
Horse work 250 280
Tractor work 70 50
Capital requirements. At 1949 prices, a cash outlay of $10,660
would be needed to establish the alternative dairy-hog system-
about a third for enlarging the herd, a third for shifting to power
equipment, and another third for remodeling barns and establishing
alfalfa and permanent pastures (Table 10).
The total average investment would be $29,200, an increase of
about $6,000 above the present dairy-tobacco system.
mm Crops and miscellaneous _ Livestock
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Figure S.-Monthly Labor Distribution, Present and Alternative Systems,
Representative Medium-sized Farm, Eastern Highland Rim, Tennessee
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At 1937-41 average prices, the cash cost of establishing this
alternative system would amount to approvimately $5,000.
Transition problems
Financing the additional capital needed to establish the alterna-
tive dairy system ($10,660) would be a major problem in making
the transition from the present dairy-tobacco system. If borrowed,
repayment could be made in about 10 years if a large part of the
increased labor return from the alternative system could be applied
to the indebtedness. Risk from price declines, drought, and other
hazards, however, would likely influence some farmers who plan to
adopt the improved system to make the shift gradually, possibly
over a 3 to 5 year period. This procedure would not only stretch
out the investment period but it would enable operators relatively
inexperienced in dairy farming to learn the skills essential to suc-
cessful dairying.
ALTERNATIVE GENERAL-BEEF-TOBACCO SYSTEM I
Organization and practices
This alternative organization would be built around a 35-cow
beef herd, producing heavy calves for sale in late fall. Most of the
corn would be fed to hogs, which would be double the number in
the present general-beef-hog system. Hay and. improved pasture
would provide a large part of the feed for the beef herd. Burley
tobacco (1.5 acres) would be grown without adding materially to
the present labor load by substituting tractor power in the alterna-
tive system for workstock.
TABLE 10.-Cash· Costs of Establishing Alternative Systems, Representative
Medium-sized Farm, Eastern Highland Rim, Tennessee
Item
I
GeneraI-
Beef-Hog-
Tobacco
II
Grade B-
Dairy-
Hog
Dollars Dollars
1949 Prices
Establish alfalfa
Establish permanent pasture
Other land improvements
Fence
Remodel dairy barn and sheds
Tobacco barn
Livestock
Machinery and equipment
675,
1,085
345
50
1,200l
1,600
315
50
3501
1,2501
4,8952
3,0552
3,4702
3,8352
Grand total cost 10,660 11,315
1937-41 average prices
5,230 5,545Grand total cost
1Lumber and part of labor provided from the farm.
, Less the value of livestock and horse-drawn equipment in the present system which
would not be used in the alternative system.
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TABLE ll.-Average Investment, Present and Alternative Systems,
Representative Medium-sized Farm, Eastern
Highland Rim, Tennessee
Present Systems Alternative Systems
II II I
Item I GradeB- Grade B- General-
General- Dairy-Hog- Dairy- Beef-
Beef-Hog Tobacco Hog Tobacco
Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars
1949 prices
Real estate
Land 10,625 10,625, 10,625 10,625
Buildings 4,450 5,650 5,100 5,500
Other improvement5 680 680 1,710 1,575
Total 15,,755 16,955 17,435 17,700
Productive livestock
Cattle 3,170 2,590 6,720 7,745
Other 745 1,040 480 1,160
Total 3,915 3,630 7,200 8,905
Workstock 300 30Q
Machinery and equipment 870 920 2,865 2,345
Feed and supplies 1,060 1,150 1,700 1,275
Grand total 21,900 22,955 29,200 30,225
1937-41 average prices
Real estate 6,300 6,780 6,975, 7,080
Livestock 1,680 1,570 2,880 3,560
Machinery and equipment 490 525 1,630 1,335
Feed and supplies 530 575 850 640
Grand total 9,000 9,450 12,335 12,615
The greater livestock production (cow numbers tripled) from
this alternative system in comparison to the present general system
would be made possible by factors that made possible the greater
production in the alternative dairy-hog system, such as productive
use of all idle land, shift to higher yielding pasture plants and
improved crop production practices as well as the adoption of more
efficient livestock production practices (Table 2, pages 17 and 18).
Annual costs and returns
With 1949 prices the returns to operator and family labor,
including family privilege,s, would amount to $2,280, about double
the ,labor return from the present general.-beef-hog system. A little
more than half of this larger laibor return would be obtained from
the addition of 1.5 acres of tobacco to the crop organization. For
farmers who in the short run can not get tobacco allotments, labor
returns would be reduced about $700. At present about half of the
general-beef farmers grow tobacco.
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With 1937-41 average prices, labor and management returns
for alternative I would decline to $730. This is an increase of only
$375 above the labor return from the present general system.
Establishing the system
To establish this alternative general-beef-tobacco system would
require a cash outlay of about $1l,500-almost $5,000 for additions
to the beef herd, $3,000 for the transition from workstock to new
tractor-drawn equipment, $1,900 for pasture and other land improve-
ment, and about $1,600 for buildings and fences (Table 10).
In addition about 60 days of farm labor would be used in seed-
ing pastures, building and remodeling buildings and fences, and
making minor changes in the farm layout.
Trasition problems
As in the dairy system, financing the additional investment
would be a major problem to many operators. But it could be
lessened, if necessary, by lengthening the investment period as
indicated for the dairy system. With the foundation herd of 12
cows, the 30-cow herd could be developed from home-produced stock
within 5 years. Farmers in this group of farms have sufficient
skills in beef production to expand their herds as rapidly as the
feed program and financial arrangements would allow.
Alternatives Based on Above Average Production Efficiency
DAIRY ALTERNATIVE
The ratio of concentrates to milk production used in computing
total milk production per cow for the typical farm in the alternative
dairy system (1 pound of concentrates to 3% pounds of milk) is a
"best estimate" by production specialists, assuming average good
management and average good cows. With above average manage-
ment ,higher quality cows, and possibly some increase in production
resulting from improved pasture above that assumed for the
original estimates, it seems possible to increase the milk-concen-
trate ratio to 4 pounds of milk to 1 pound of concentrates. If so,
the production rate per cow fed 1,500 pounds of concentrates on
the typical farm would increase from 5,520 pounds with average
management to 6,000 pounds. (Hay is fed at the rate of 2 tons
per cow and 1.5 acres ladino-orchard grass pasture.)
Under these assumptions gross income would increase about
$27.50 per cow. With no extra direct cash costs other than the
cost of handling the extra milk to the processing plant, net returns
would go up $25 per cow. For the 30-cow dairy herd in the alterna-
tive dairy-hog system on the representative medium-sized farm,
net returns would increase $750 at the 1949 price level.
BEEF ALTERNATIVE
Income from the cow-calf beef herd on a typical farm is based
on a production rate of 405 pounds of beef per cow in the herd.
Experiments show that heavy milking cows will produce a 550 pound
calf-a rate of 495 pounds average per cow for the herd producing
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a 90 percent calf crop. At the 1949 price level the additional pro-
duction of 90 pounds would be valued at about $18 per cow. Assum-
ing no additional direct cash cost, this would be the extra return
per cow for developing a beef-cow herd with above average milking
qualities.
For the 35-cow herd in the alternative general-beef-hog system
on the representative medium-sized farm, the additional return
from this source would amount to $630.
Summary Comparison of Present and Alternative Systems
The foregoing analysis of a representative medium-sized farm
indicates that operators could increase net returns by making
adjustments in their farm organizations and by using improved
production practices. A comparison of alternative systems I and
II, for example, show the approximate effect on income of changing
the crop and livestock organization. With improved practices used
in both systems and 1949 prices, system II built around a grade B
dairy enterprise would produce $665, or almost a fourth more, cash
return to labor and management than the alternative beef-tobacco
system 1. Each system would have a supplementary hog enterprise.
But system I requires less labor, so that the average hourly cash
returns to labor and management would be approximately the same
for the two systems (Table 8).
Farmers also have the opportunity to increase the efficiency
of present systems of farming by improving production practices,
changing the type of hay and pasture crops, increasing livestock
numbers to utilize the larger feed supply, and using labor-saving
equipment. The effect of these adjustments can be evaluated
approximately by comparing the present general-beef-hog-tobacco
system I-A with the alternative general-beef-tobacco system 1. The
net cash return to labor and management for alternative system I
with 1949 prices would be about $600, or 60 percent, larger than
for the present system I with tobacco ($1,565 and $960, respec-
tively) . On an hourly basis the improved system would earn about
double the present system (45 and 23 cents .. respectively).
The approximate effects of making adjustments in both organi-
zation and practices is indicated roughly by comparing the present
general...ibeefsystem I (no tobacco) with alternative dairy-hog sys-
tem II (no tobacco). Net cash returns to labor and management
from the alternative system would be about $2,230 compared with
$360 from the present system 1.
This comparison provides a rough measure of the relative labor
returns at 1949 prices from beef cattle with present practices and
dairy cattle with improved practices. The alternative dairy system,
however, would require about 50 percent more labor than the
present beef system (Table 9). Thus, a farmer's ability to shift
from beef to dairy would depend partly upon the size of his labor
force. Yet if the adjustment could be made ..the hourly cash labor
returns, too, would be larger for the alternative dairy system (46
cents compared with 11 cents).
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PRESENT AND ALTERNATIVE SYSTEMS ON LARGE FARMS
Approximately one-sixth of the commercial farms in the area,
ranging in size from 140 to 300 acres of cleared land, are large
farms. General farming prevails, with beef cattle and hogs the
major enterprises. Dairy cows, sheep and burley tobacco are sup-
plementary enterprises on a few farms. Farms with above average
labor supplies have dairy cows and tobacco. All farms have a small
flockof chickens. Crops, mainly wheat, ,lespedeza seed and crimson
clover seed provide about a third of the gross cash farm income.
Corn,oats, and hay are grown chiefly for feed.
The labor force ranges from about 1.5 to 3.0 man-equivalents,
with most farms averaging about 1.75 per farm.
Pl'esent System on a Representative Large Farm
Farm resources
The farm selected to represent the general-beef-hog farms
contains 240 acres, of which 186 acres are in crops and pasture.
The other land is in woods and miscellaneous uses.
Decatur and Cumberland silt loams are the chief soils. Here
they occur mostly on gently sloping upland and second bottoms.
Some of these soils are steeper slopes which ranges up to 12-20
percent (D slope). Cookeville silt loam and Baxter cherty soils occur
in smaller areas on slopes ranging up to 20 percent. Other minor
soils are Ooltewah, Dickson, and Guthrie. Dickson, one of the gray
soils, is not typical of the area. (See Figure 9 for the distribution
of these soils, and the slope and degree of erosion.)
On the farm are two dwellings, three general barns, a poultry
house, a temporary shed for hogs, and two grain-storage houses.
Livestock barns and grain storage buildings are not used to capacity.
The farm is equipped with horse-drawn machinery. The regu-
lar labor force consists of a full-time operator and one hired man
who is employed throughout the crop season. The total labor force
is equivalent to 1.75 man-equivalents-1.25 family labor and 0.5
wage la:bor.
Farm organization
This farm is a general-livestock farm. About two-thirds of
the cash income is obtained from a 20-cow beef herd and 40 hogs.
Except for protein supplement and part of the concentrate require-
ment for a farm flock of hens, all feeds fed are produced on the farm.
Wheat, lespedeza seed, and crimson clover seed provide the maj or
share of the cash income from crops. A small amount of surplus
corn and alfalfa hay are sold. No tobacco is grown. Table 12
shows the major land uses and the crop and livestock organization.
About half of the calves produced, weighing about 400 pounds
each, are sold in late fall. The others are sold the following spring.
They average 600 pounds after a short feed on corn, cottonseed
meal, and hay. All pigs from four breed sows are fed to slaughter
weight. A flock of 100 hens provides poultry and eggs for farm use
and a small cash income.
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TABLE12.-Major Land Uses, Crops and Livestock, Present and
Alternative Systems, Representative Large
Farm, Eastern Highland Rim, Tennessee
Present System Alternative Systems
I I
I
II
Item General- General- GradeB
Beef-Hog Beef-Hog Dairy-Hog
Acres Acres Acres
Major Land Use:
Cropland harvested 101.4 78.5 102.5
Rotation pasture 65.7 63.0 39.0
Total rotation land 167.1 141.5 141.5
Permanent pasture 19.4 45,.0 45.0
Woodland not pastured 34.0 34.0 34.0
Other land 19.5 19.5 19.5
All farm land 240.0 240.0 240.0
Cropland Harvested:
Burley tobacco
Corn for grain 29.6 30.5 29.0
Oats for grain 10.0 4.0 17.0
Barley for grain 2.4
Wheat for grain 28.9 25.0 12.0
AUalfa-orchard grass hay 3.0 12.0 12.0
Lespedeza hay 30.8 21.0 36.0
Lespedeza seed 28.9 9.0
Crimson clover seed 9.1 12.0 13.5
Total in crops 142.7 104.5 128.5
Double cropped 41.3 26.0 26.0
Cropland used for crops 101.4 78.5 102.5
Number Number Number
Livestock:
Milk cows 2 2 40
Beef cows 20 45
Bulls 1 2
Heifers 4 9 16
Brood sows 4 7 5
Boar 1 1 1
Slaughter hogs 42 98 70
Pigs sold
Hens 100 100 100
Work stock 4
The operator follows a 4-or 5-year crop rotation which consists
of com 1 year, small grain 1 year with lespedeza-grass double crop-
ped, and lespedeza-grass alone 2 or 3 years. A small acreage of
alfalfa and crimson clover are grown in irregular rotations.
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This farm produces slightly larger corn, hay and pasture
yields per acre than the average farm in other size groups. Yields
of corn average 40 bushels and hay 1.2 tons per acre. Pastures
carry an average of one animal unit for each 2.5 acres. These
slightly higher rates of production are chiefly the result of larger
applications of soil amendments-fertilizer, manure, and lime. (See
Table 2, page - for present practices and rates of production ap-
plicable to large farms.)
Annual costs and l·eturns
At 1949 prices the estimated gross income, including the value
of family privileges, was about $6,700. After paying cash expenses
and making allowance for depreciation and interest on a $34,000
investment, total net returns to operator and family labor and
management amounted to around $2,050, or 68 cents per hour
worked (Table 13).l2 Return to all labor averaged almost 60 cents
an hour.
If prices should drop to the 1937-41 average level, returns to
operator and family labor and management would be reduced to
$775, or 26 cents an hour.
Defects in the present system
With the present organization the labor force on this farm
works la reasonably high proportion of the available time, or 420
lO-hour days of a possible 490 days. But farm production per day
worked is lower than it should be, mainly because the farmer is
using work stock instead of tractor power and is not using the
most profitable practices for crop, pasture, and livestock production.
Alternative Systems on Representative Large Farms
This section deals with some adjustments that would increase
incomes on typical large farms, using the same procedures applied
in the analysis made for typical small and medium-sized farms.
Two basic alternative organizations are examined. One would
retain the general characteristics of the present general-beef-hog
organization and would be supplemented with cash crops which use
little labor per acre. In the other organization, dairying would be
the basic enterprise, with hogs and cash crops (wheat and seed
crops) the supplementary sources of income.
In developing these alternative systems it is assumed that no
change would be made in the size of the farm or in the proportion
of cleared land. Tractor power would be substituted for workstock
in both alternatives. The labor force for the general-beef alterna-
tive would remain the same as at present (1.75 man-equivalents),
but for the dairy alternative it would be increased to correspond to
the larger than average labor force now on some of the large farms
(3 man-equivalents).
For 'both alternative systems it is assumed that improved
production practices would be adopted.
12 For operators who because of advanced age would hire a full-time wage hand
(about 250 days). labor returns would be reduced to $915.
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ALTERNATIVE GENERAL-BEEF-HOG SYSTEM I
Organization and practices
Compared with the present system, both the beef cattle and
hog enterprises would be about doubled in the alternative beef-hog
system I (Table 12). The additional livestock could be fed from
home-grown feed, except tank'age for hogs and part of the concen-
trates fed to poultry. This would be made possible chiefly by making
changes in the crop organization, and by increasing crop and pasture
yields. Also some feed would be released for livestock by substitut-
ing tractor power for the 4 head of workstock. Alfalfa yielding 3
tons of hay per acre would replace part of the lespedeza hay now
producing 1 ton per acre but which would yield an average of 1.5
tons per acre under the alternative system.
Two major crop rotations would be followed: (1) a 6-year
rotation of alfalfa 4 years, corn 1 year, and small grain (preferably
barley) 1 year, and (2) a 4-year rotation of corn 1 year, small
grain (oats and wheat) double-cropped with lespedeza, and ,lespe-
deza alone 2 years.
In so far as possible, alfalfa would be grown on C slope land.
Crops not in this rotation would be grown chiefly on B slope land.13
Permanent pastures would occupy all D slopes, some C slopes, and
some imperfectly drained bottom land. (See Figures 9 and 10.)
The number of acres of individual crops that would be grown in
this system are shown in Table 12.
Ladino clover and orchard grass (or fescue) would replace
the present permanent pasture mixture, increasing the carrying
capacity from 70 days per acre per animal unit to 140 days with
improved practices. The acreage of permanent pasture would be
more than doubled. Permanent pastures would be supplemented
with lespedeza grown in the 4-year rotation.
Acreage of corn would remain at about the present level, but
the average yield per acre would be increased to about 55 bushels
in the 4-year small grain-Iespedeza rotation and to 60 bushels in
the 6-year alfalfa rotation. (The practices associated with these
crop yields are the same as those for small farms (Table 2, page 17).
Livestock practices and rates of production in the alternative system
would be the same as those reported for the small farms (Table 2,
page 18).
Except for protein supplement, this crop and pasture organiza-
tion together with improved production practices would provide
feed for 45 beef cows and their replacements, 98 hogs, and 100
hens.
Annual costs and returns
With 1949 prices, gross income, including family privileges,
for the general-beef-hog alternative would be increased slightly
more than 80 percent above the present income level. Net returns
13 The land could be row-cropped more frequently in so far as the use capabilities are
concerned, but the labor force and system of farming restricts it to the more extensive
Ul'e.
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TABLE 13.-Comparison of Estimated Income and Expenses, Present and
Alternative Systems, Representative Large Farm,
Eastern Highland Rim, Tennessee
Item
Present System Alternative Systems
I
General-
Beef-Hog-
I
General-
Beef-Hog
II
GradeB
Dairy-Hog
Income:
Cash
Crops
Livestock
Family privileges
Total income
Expenses:
Cash
Direct crop
Direct livestock
Other cash
Depreciation
Total expenses
Returns to capital, labor & m'g't.
Interest on investment
Returns to labor and management:
Cash
Cash plus family privileges
Returns per hour of labor:
Cash
Cash plus family privileges
Total income
Total expenses
Returns to labor and management:
Cash
Cash plus family privileges
Returns per hour of labor:
Cash
Cash plus family privileges
Interest on investment
Dollars
2,047
3,973
715
6,735
815
510
1,145
520
2,990
3,745
1,700
1,330
2,045
0.44
.68
1937-41
2,990
1,520
475
775
0.16
.26
695
Dollars
1949 prices
2,180
8,275
715
11,170
2,000
1,080
1,663
840
5,583
5,587
2,157
2,715
3,430
0.88
1.11
average prices
4,740
2,820
725
1,025
0.23
.33
895
Dollars
1,380
11,538
715
13,633
1,795
2,240
2,649
924
7,608
6,025
2,185
3,125
3,840
6,110
3,880
1,037
1,337
0.81
1.00
0.27
.35
893
to operator and family labor and management would be about $3,400,
an increase of 68 percent (Table 13).
About 75 percent of the gross income would be obtained from
beef cattle and hogs-about equally divided between the two enter-
prises. Except for a small income from the sale of surplus chickens
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and eggs from the farm flock, the rest of the farm receipts would
come from wheat, alfalfa hay, and crimson clover seed.
At 1937-41 prices, gross income for the alternative system
would drop almost 58 percent below 1949 while total expense (cash
plus depreciation) would decline only 50 percent. Net returns to
labor and management, including family privileges, would decrease
70 percent to $1,015. This is only $250 above the labor and manage-
ment returns for the present system with 1937-41 prices.
Establishing and operating the system
Capital requirements. With 1949 prices the operator would
need to invest $10,750 to shift from the present system to the
general beef-hog alternative. Approximately $2,500 would be
required to establish lalfalfa, improve permanent pastures and make
other improvements in land. The chief item would be the additional
$4,500 invested in livestock. About $3,200 additional capital would
be needed to change from horse-drawn to tractor-drawn equipment
and about $500 to make improvements in barns, hog houses, and
fences (Table 16).
As a result of these extra investments, the total average capi-
tal needed would increase to about $43,150.
With 1937-41 average prices, the capital needed to establish
this alternative system would be about $5,200. Unless the operator
owned a very large share of the extra $5,200 capital needed to
establish the alternative system, at 1937-41 prices the risk of loss
Alternative Systems
TABLE 14.-Cash Costs of Establishing Alternative Systems, Representative
Large Farm, Eastern Highland Rim, Tennessee
Item I I IIGeneral- Grade B
Beef-Hog Dairy-Hog
Total
Dollars Dollars
1949 prices
480 480
1,440 1,440
585 585
2,505 2,505
265 265
250 1,700
515 1,965
4,500 3,160
3,230 4,630
Establish aHalfa
Establish permanent pasture
Other land improvements
Total
Fence
Barns
Livestock, net
Machinery and equipment
Grand total cost
Grand total cost
10,750 12,260
1937-41 average prices
5,240 6,230
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from abnormal weather or prices would probably deter many from
making these additional investments. If the added capital were
ownedby the operator, an interest return of $260 on the additional
average investment would be dbtained from the alternative system.
Labor requirements. About 50 10-hour days of work would
be required to establish stands of alfalfa and permanent pasture,
do part of the remodeling of buildings, and make minor changes in
the farm layout. This system could be operated without increasing
the labor load significantly-an estimated 10 10-hour days (Table
15). The shift from workstock to tractor power would make it
possible to use the farm labor force more efficiently in the alterna-
tive system. L3ibor saved on crops by using tractor-drawn equip-
ment would be used in caring for the additional livestock (Figure
11).
TABLE 15.-Summary of Labor and Power Requirements, Present and
Alternative Systems, Representative Large Farm,
Eastern Highland Rim, Tennessee
(lO-hour days)
Present System Alternative Systems
I I
I
II
Item General General- GradeB
Beef-Hog Beef-Hog Dairy-Hog
Days Days Days
Man Labor:
Operator and family 300 310 385
Wage 120 120 360
Total 420 430 745
Tractor work 94 97
Horse work 356
Transition Problems. The ~ternative beef-hog system I could
be established within 3 years unless hindered by severe drought
conditions that would interfere with seeding of pastures and hay
crops. The operator could seed these forage crops in about 2 years,
using farm labor and tractor-drawn equipment. Enough time to
do the work would be available in mid and late summer. With about
10 heifers produced on the farm and 15 cows bought, the 45-cow
herd wouJd be developed by the end of the third year.
Although financing the cash outlay would be a problem, the
operator of this representative large farm would be in a relatively
strong financial position to establish the alternative system. For
example, the present system produces a net cash income of approxi-
mately $5,500, which is the amount available for depreciation ($695)
and interest on the average investment ($1,700), family living and
savings. The first year's expenditure for machinery and equipment
($3,200) and establishing half of the pasture and alfalfa stands
($960) could be financed partly from savings and current cash
income, and partly with credit. It is assumed that at least a part
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Figure n.-Monthly Labor Distribution, Present and Alternative Systems,
Representative Large Farm, Eastern Highland Rim, Tennessee
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of the depreciation fund and part of the interest charge would be
available for these investments, not only for the first year but for
the rest of the development period. A total investment of about
$2,000the second year and $2,800 the third year would complete
the outlay of additional cash needed to establish this general-beef-
hog alternative system.a
ALTERNATIVE SYSTEMS ON FARMS WITH LARGER THAN USUAL
LABOR FORCES
On large farms which now have larger than average labor
forces (2.5 to 3.0 man-equivalents), labor is often underemployed.
Furthermore, the adjustment to the alternative general-beef-hog
system would not provide a reasonably full land profitable employ-
ment. More intensive enterprises are needed if a labor force of
this size is to be used efficiently.
TABLE l6.-Average Investment, Present and Alternative Systems,
Representative Large Farm, Eastern Highland Rim, Tennessee
Item
Present System I Alternative Systems
Gen~ral- I
Beef-Hog
I I nGeneral- Grade B
Beef-Hog Dairy-Hog
Real Estate:
Land
Buildings
Other improvements
Total
Productive livestock
Cattle
Other
Total
Workstock
Machinery and equipment
Feed and supplies
Grand total
Real estate
Livestock
Machinery and equipment
Feed and supplies
Grand total
Dollars
16,360
7,450
875
24,685
5,155
1,165
6,320
300
1,025
1,670
34,OlJO
9,875
2,650
585
835,
13,945
Dollars
1949 prices
16,360
7,570
2.270
26,200
9,925
2.405
12,330
2,615
2,000
43,145
1937-41 average prices
10,480
4,930
1,490
1,000
J7,900
Dollars
16,360
8,425
2,260
27,045
8,960
1,680
10,640
3,410
2,620
43,715
10,820
4,255
1,945
840
17,860
J4 Cash income would be decreased about $450 annually for 2 years by retaining 5
yearling heifers for herd expansion. However, capital needed for enlarging the herd
would be reduced.
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Three alternative systems with larger than average labor sup-
ply are described below. The labor force avai,lable for each of these
systems averages 2.75 man-equivalents.
Adding Burley Tobacco and Hens to Alternative I
This labor force (2.75 man-equivalents) would be employed 85
percent of the time if 2 acres of tobacco and 400 hens were added
to the alternative general-beef-hog system J.15 Tobacco would
replace an equivalent acreage of corn; otherwise no changes would
be made in the crop organization. It is assumed that all poultry
feed would be purchased. Cattle and hog numbers would remain
the same.
At 1949 prices, this alternative system I-A would produce a
net return of about $4,800 to operator and family labor, or $1.11 per
hour. For all labor used on the farm the hourly return would
average 85 cents (Table 17).
The additional cash outlay would amount to about $3,200.
divided almost equally between tobacco barns and equipment, and
poultry houses and flock inventory.
Substituting Dairy Cows For Beef In Alternative I
Except for protein supplement, enough concentrates and rough-
ages wouJd be produced to feed 40 dairy cows and replacements,
70 hogs and 100 hens. The major land use and the crop-pasture
TABLE 17.-Comparative Labor Returns from Present and Alternative
Systems, Representative Large Farm, Eastern
Highland Rim, Tennessee
(1949 prices)
Alternative Systems
Present I-A
System I General
Item I General Beef- IT IT-A
General- Beef- Hogs- GradeB Grade A
Beef- Hog- Hens- Dairy- Dairy-
Hog Grain Tobacco Hog Hog
Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars
Returns to operator
and family labor:
Total 2,045 3,430 4,795 3,840 6,605
Per hour .68 1.11 1.10 1.00 1.72
Returns to all labor:
Total 2,490 3,875 5,640 5,160 7,935
Per hour .59 .90 .86 .69 1.04
Man-equivalents,
number 1.75 1.75 2.75 2.75 2.75
Labor used,
total hours 4,200 4,300 6,565 7,450 7,650
15 Production rates would be 1,800pounds of tobacco per acre and 180 eggs per hen
(average number in flock); and concentrates fed per hen, 100 pounds.
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organization would not be changed materially from the beef system.
The dairy system would have more oats and less wheat; less pasture
and more hay (Table 12).
The labor force of 2.75 man-equivalents would be employed an
average of about 270 days per man.
Milk for Processing, Grade B. With a production of 5,250
pounds of milk per cow and at 1949 prices (milk $3.67 per 100
pounds) returns to operator and family labor would amount to
$3,840, or $1.00 per hour for alternative II. This is about $400
more return to ,labor than would be obtained from the general-
beef-hog alternative I (Table 17). With this relatively small
difference in labor returns and a larger labor need for the dairy
system, average return per hour of operator and family labor used
would be 10 cents less than for the general-beef-hog system. To
establish the dairy system would require about $12,250 cash outlay,
approximately $1,500 more than the general-beef-hog alternative.
Grade A Milk Production. By converting to grade A milk
production, the operator would earn approximately $6,605 return
to operator and family labo-r, or $1.72 per hour. The hourly return
for all labor would average about $1.04.
These returns are based on a 40-cow herd producing 6,000
pounds of milk per cow, selling for $5.50 per 100 pounds. The other
livestock and the crop organization would be about the same as for
the grade B dairy system. All inputs and expenses have been
adjusted upward from the grade B system to meet the require-
ments of a grade A system.
SUMMARY COMPARISON OF PRESENT AND ALTERNATIVE SYSTEMS
At 1949 prices returns to operator and family labor from the
present general-beef-hog system would be increased about 70 per-
cent (from $2,045 to $3,430) if the general-beef-hog alternative
were adopted. This would be accomplished by (1) adopting im-
proved production practices, (2) shifting to more intensive pasture
and hay crops, (3) substituting tractor-drawn for horse-drawn
equipment, and (4) expanding livestock numbers to use the larger
feed production.
With higher rates of production and use of tractor power, the
larger production from this alternative system would be o-btained
without increasing significantly the amount of labor used. This
system would use almost 90 percent of the usual ,labor supply (1.75
man-equivalents) .
For large farms with one 'additional man-equivalent of labor,
more intensive alternative organizations would be necessary if the
additional labor is to be utilized profitably. By adding 2 acres of
tobacco and a 400-hen flock (alternative I-A) to the alternative
general-beef-hog system I, returns to operator and family labor
would be increased to almost $4,800, about 40 percent more than
would be obtained from alternative system I.
A grade A dairy-hog organization would return $6,600 to opera-
tor and family labor. This compares with a labor return of only
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$3,840 for the grade B dairy-hog organization. Each of the dairy
alternative systems would require a labor force equivalent to 2.75
man-equivalents. In comparison to the general-beef-hog alternative
I with a labor force of 1.75 man-equivalents, the grade B dairy
alternative has a small advantage (about $400) in total returns to
operator and family labor. But this dairy system would produce
less average hourly return to operator and family labor, as well as
to all labor used on the farm (Table 17).
In contrast to smaI.ler farms, large farms with a minimum of
wage labor could produce a relatively large labor return with an
extensive organization like the general-beef-hog alternative I. On
such farms there is enough land to produce a large volume of crops
and livestock enterprises that require comparatively little labor per
unit of crops and livestock. Furthermore, the variable cash costs
on such enterprises are low, leaving a relatively high return above
these cash .costs. Also, except for beef cattle, net returns per hour
of lalbor for these extensive enterprises are relatively high. How-
ever, with a relatively large beef cattle herd, supplemented with
hogs and some extensive crops, enough volume is produced on the
large farm to return a relatively large total and hourly labor income.
SIZE OF FARM,.FARM EFFICIENCY, AND FARM INCOME
In the preceding sections the present systems of farming were
compared with one or more alternatives on representative farms in
each of three size groups based on acres of open land. The purpose
of this section is to show the effect of size on farming efficiency
and on farm incomes.
Even with farm reorganization and improved production prac-
tices, net returns to labor and management on small farms would
be relatively low in comparison with either full-time nonfarm
employment or with large farms. At present there is a strong
tendency for full-time commercial farms to increase in size. Some
farmers have left the farm for nonfarm employment. Some who
stayed on farms but are working at nonfarm jobs have decreased
the size of their farming operations. In either situation the land
so released would be lavailable for other farmers. Furthermore, the
increased use of laborsaving machines, such as tractor-drawn equip-
ment and milking machines, have made it possible for a given labor
force to operate larger farms. This trend toward farm enlargement
if continued would bring important adjustments in farm organiza-
tion, capital requirements, and net farm income.
In the foregoing analysis, it was assumed that in the aiternative
farming systems the level of management and consequently pro-
duction practices and production rates would be the same for each
size group. Except for field work on small farms, performed with
horse-drawn equipment, the labor performance rates would be the
same for each size farm. Tractor-drawn equipment would be used
for all farming systems on medium-sized and large farms aad milk-
ing machines on all dairy farms.
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EFFECT OF SIZE WITH CONSTANT LABOR SUPPLY
To show the probable effects on farm incomes and related
items of enlarging farms without changing the labor supply, budgets
presented in preceding sections with the same or very similar labor
forces were selected from each of three size groups. The small and
medium-sized farms each have a labor force of 1.5 man-equivalents,
but the large farm has an additional one-fourth man-equivalent.
Either size of labor force is well within the usual range of the labor
supply on family-sized farms.
Effect on crop and livestock organization
With labor fully employed on the small alternative dairy system
II, enlarging the farm acreage significantly without changing the
labor supply would mean shifting to more extensive crop and live-
stock organizations. If the acreage were doubled (medium-sized
farm) and the same level of production practices retained, the
enlarged farm would support more dairy cows, assuming a dairy-
hog-tobacco organization, than could be handled by the available
labor force. But by substituting beef cows, which require about an
eighth as much labor per head as dairy cows, and retaining hogs
and tobacco in the organization, the labor force could do the work
required, as indicated for the medium-sized alternative general-beef
system 1. If the farm were enlarged to about 185 acres (large
farm), tobacco, a high labor-using crop, would be dropped from
the crop organization. Small grain and seed crops, low labor-using
crops, would be combined with beef cattle and hogs, both of which
also require relatively little labor per unit. An organization of this
type is illustrated by the ,large general~beef-hog alternative. (See
Table 18 for the organization for each size of farm.)
Effect on labor efficiency
Measured in terms of the number of da.ys of work done per
man, the systems on these different sized farms would be about
equally efficient in use of available labor (Table 18). This would
be true because the crop and livestock organizations would provide
a reasonably uniform labor distribution on each farm throughout
the year. Furthermore, except for the small farm which would
use workstock for power, the accomplishments per hour of labor
used would be the same for all farms.
But the number of days worked per man is not a satisfactory
index of labor efficiency if measured in terms of farm output in
relation to labor input. For example, the small dairy-tobacco
alternative would have the largest number of days worked per man,
but the smallest production per man, measured by gross farm
income.16 The large general-beef-hog farm with slightly fewer
days worked per man would have about 80 percent more gross
income per man. For the three farms gross income ~er man at
16 Crop yields and rates of livestock pr')duction which are the same for the three size
groups would not affect the differences among farm sizes in gross income per man-
equivalent.
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TABLE l8.-Summary Comparison, by Size, of Representative Farms
Having Approximately Equal Labor Forces, Alternative
Systems, Eastern Highland Rim, Tennessee1
Size of Farm and System of Farming
Small Medium Large
Item Unit GradeB General- General-
Dairy-Hog- Beef-Hog. Beef-
Tobaccoll Tobacco I Hog I
Cleared land Acre 71 121 185
Labor, man-equivalents No. 1.5 1.5 1.75
Average investment Dol 15,520 30,225 43,145
Returns per man-equiva-
lent:
To labor and capital2 Dol. 2,167 2,525 3,190
To labor Dol. 1,647 1,520 1,960
Returns per hour of oper-
ator and family labor Dol. 0.69 0.66 1.11
Total labor used
Percentage of available Pet. 92 88 88
Man-work units per man No. 265 250 246
Investment per man-
equivalent:
Total farm Dol. 10,350 20,150 24,655
Power and equipment Dol. 760 1,565 1,495
Livestock Dol. 2,540 5,935 7,045
Real estate and other Dol. 7,050 12,650 16,115
Ratio of cash expenses
plus depreciation to
gross cash income Pet. 52 53 53
Ratio of interest charge
to gross cash income Pct. 15 23 21
Livestock per man-
equivalent:
Slaughter hogs No. 11 28 56
Cows No. 10 20 27
Livestock per 100 acres
of open land:3
Slaughter hogs No. 24 35 53
Cows No. 21 25 25
] Values based on 1949price level.
2 Returns to labor referred to in this table are the cash and non-cash returns to operator
and family labor.
3 Land in rotation (crops and pasture) and in permanent pasture.
1949 prices would be about $3,980 for the small farm, $4,850 for
the medium-sized farm, and $6,380 for the large farm.
These differences in income are not greatly affected by varia-
tions in either prices received, rates of crop and livestock produc-
tion, or by differences in types of farming. Thus, gross income
per man provides a rough measure of differences in labor efficiency
-output per unit of input-resulting from variations in farm size.
This increasing efficiency would come chiefly from (1) using
tractor-drawn equipment on medium-sized and large farms which
reduces the amount of labor used to do specific jobs, and (2) shift-
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ing to crops and livestock that require relatively little labor per
unit of production as size of farm increases. These adjustments
would be made possible by the use of more capital per man-for
land, for equipment, and for livestock. The medium-sized farm
would have twice as much capital as the small farm; the large farm
two and three-fourths times the small farm (Table 18).
Effect on capital efficiency
For the alternative farming systems, the capital invested
would be used as efficiently on small farms as on large farms, but
more efficiently than on medium-size farms. The returns to capital
on small farms would amount to about $9.35 per $100 average
investment. This compares with $10.35 for large farms but only
$6.85 for medium-size farmsY The latter is not .large enough (m
terms of acreage) to produce enough volume of production under
the assumed conditions of constant labor supply to utilize the rela-
tively large capital investment as efficiently as the farms in the
other size groups.
The efficient use of capital is an important influence on net
returns to labor, as indicated below, particularly for the medium-
sized farm in comparison to the small farm.
Effect on costs and returns
At 1949 prices and with improved farming practices, net farm
income per man-equivalent employed wouJd increase as the size of
the farms increased-$360 more on the medium-sized farm than on
the small farm and $655 more on the large farm than on the
medium-sized farm (Table 18). This is the additional return to
operator and family labor, and to capital.
On the basis of returns to labor alone, however, the medium-
sized farm (beef, hogs and tobacco) would be slightly less than the
small farm (grade B dairy, hogs and tobacco). Labor returns per
man-equivalent would amount to about $1.520 for the medium-
sized farm and $1,650 for the small farm. On the other hand, the
large 185-acre farm would produce approximately 50 percent more
labor return for the farm as a whole and about a fifth to a fourth
larger return per man-equivalent.
Except for interest on the investment, these farms do not
differ significantly in farm costs in relation to gross income. On
the medium-sized farm, however, the interest charge (5 percent on
the average investment) would be relatively large. The farm is
not large enough to get as much efficiency in the use of the tractor
and tractor-drawn equipment as would be obtained on the large
farm. Investment in machinery per man-equivalent is $1,560 on
the medium-sized farm and $1,495 on the large farm. Furthermore,
the beef cattle enterprise which has a relatively high investment
($219) per $100 gross income is relatively more important on
medium-sized farms than on large farms.18 Consequently, the
~; estimating returns to capital. operator and family labor was charged at 50
cents an hour.I.The average investment per $100 gross income for livestock is as follows (at the
1949price level). hogs, $56; dairy, $108; and beef, $219.
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relatively large interest charge on the medium-sized farm cancels
out the $500 advantage it would have over the small farm in returns
to labor and capital.
The large farm, on the other hand, is big enough to use tractor
and tractor-drawn equipment more efficiently than the medium-
sized farm. Furthermore, it would produce relatively more hogs
which have a low investment rate ($56) per $100 gross income.l9
In comparison with the medium-sized farm, the large farm has twice
as many slaughter hogs per man-equivalent and one and a half times
as many per 100 acres of cleared land (Table 17). Also the capital
investment in the supplementary cash crops (wheat and crimson
clover) grown on the large farm would be very low in relation to
gross income.
These low investment enterprises also have low labor require-
ments, but they rank high in returns per hour of labor.20 When
combined with beef cattle, which also have low labor requirements,
but a high investment ratio and low hourly labor return, returns
to labor are fairly large on family size farms that contain from 175
to 200 acres of cleared land.21
EFFECT OF SIZE WITH VARYING LABOR SUPPLY
The present labor forces on individual farms vary within each
size group of farms, but on the average the amount of labor in-
creases as the size of farm (in acres) increases. The usual small
farms have the equivalent of 1.0 to 1.5 full-time men, medium-sized
farms 1.5 to 2.0 men, and large farms 1.5 to 2.75 men.
Farmers within a given farm size group tend to adjust their
crop and livestock organizations to the size of their labor force.
Those with relatively small labor forces generally produce beef,
hogs, and feed crops, with the smaller proportion growing burley
tobacco. On the other hand, farms with the larger labor forces,
except large farms, are organized around dairying as the major
livestock enterprise and they usually grow tobacco. Regardless of
the labor force, however, none of the large farms deviate much
from a general-beef-hog type of organization (Table 19). For the
most part, large farms have enough land to employ the labor force
a comparatively high percentage of the time with this extensive
type of farm organization.
Effect of size on labor use
With the present system of farming, labor on small farms is
underemployed, particularly on general-lbeef farms (Table 19). On
medium-sized and large farms, labor is more fully employed, espe-
cially if dairying and tobacco are important enterprises, as on
medium-sized farms.
With alternative systems, however, labor on small farms
would be employed as fully as on larger farms, except on farms
,. The large farm would produce enough corn for the comparatively large number of
hogs and yet maintain the same ratio of cropland cultivated to total rotated land as
exists on small and medium farms-approximately 1 to 4.
""Returns per hour of labor at 1949 prices. Crimson clover seed, $2.20; wheat, $2.10;
tobacco, $0.85; and hogs. $0.75. _
21 Cow-calf system of beef production with roughage the predominant feed.
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TABLE 19.-ReLation of Size of Farm to Labor Returns and ReLated Items
with Present Systems of Farming, Eastern
HighLand Rim, Tennessee, 1949 Prices
Size Present
I
Labor in Man- IAverage ,Returns to Operator
of Farming equivalents Invest- and Family Labor
Farm System Available IUsed ment Total I Per hour
Number Percent Dollars Dollars Dollars
General:
Small General-beef I 1.0 60 9,660 600 0.39
Medium General-beef I 1.5 82 21,900 1,075 .33
Large General-beef 1.75 86 34,000 2,045 .68
Dairy;
Small Dairy-tobacco II 1.5 75 11,440 1,135 .38
Medium Dairy-hog-
tobacco II 2.0 95 22,955 1,660 .38
Large None
with no tobacco in the system. Without tobacco the improved
general-beef-hog systems on small farms would provide work less
than 75 percent of the time for the usual labor force of 1 man-
equivalent.
Effect of size on income
Total net returns to all labor increases as average size of farm
increases for farms which have comparable organizations and
levels of production practices.22 This relationship exists for both
present and alternative farming systems (Tables 19 and 20). But
TABLE 20.-ReLation of Size of Farm to Labor Returns and ReLated
Items with Alternative Systems of Farming, Eastern
HighLand Rim, Tennessee, 1949 Prices
Size and Alternative I Labor in Man- IAverage IReturns to Operator
Type of Farming equivalents Invest- and Family Labor
Farm System Available I Used ment Total I Per hour
Number Percent Dollars Dollars Dollars
General:
Small General-beef-
tobacco I-A 1.0 91 15,575, 1,970 0.70
Medium General-beef-
hog-tobacco I 1.5 88 30,225 2,280 .66
Large General-beef-
hog I 1.75 88 43,145 3,430 1.10
Dairy:
Small Dairy-tobacco II 1.5 92 15,520 2,470 .69
Medium Dairy-hog II 2.0 92 29,200 2,945 .61
Large Dairy-hog II 2.75 97 43,715 3,840 1.00
"Returns to operator and family labor bear a similar relationship to size of farms
as do returns to all labor. The differencies between the two groups of returns are not
important except on large dairy alternative systems on which about half the labor is hired.
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on the 'basis of labor returns per hour of labor and per man-equiva-
lent, medium-sized farms are not superior to small farms at present
nor would they be under the alternative systems. The large farm,
however, has now and would have under the improved systems a
significantly higher labor return per hour of laJbor used and also
per man-equivalent in the labor force. (See preceding section,
Effect of Size With Constant Labor Supply.)
Enlarging acreage, however, is not a guarantee of increasing
returns. An efficient small farm would be more profitable than a
less efficient medium-sized farm of comparable types. For example,
returns to operator and family labor on a small dairy-tobacco farm
would be $2,470, or 67 cents per hour, if operated under improved
practices. If the operator shifted to a medium-sized farm of this
type with the present organization and present practices, returns to
labor would drop to $1.660, or 38 cents an hour. Furthermore, the
latter farm would require 50 percent more capital and would produce
less than half the percentage return (3.3 percent) on the total
capital invested (Table 21).
TABLE21.-Relation of Size of Farm to Labor Returns and Related
Items with Variations in Systems of Farming, Eastern
Highland Rim, Tennessee, 1949 Prices
Average
Size Labor in Man- Invest- Returns to Operator
of Farming System equivalents ment and Family Labor
Farm Available I Used Amount Total I Per hour
Number Percent Dollars Dollars Dollars
Small Alternative II,
dairy-tobacco 1.5 92 15,520 2,470 0.67
Medium Present I,
dairy-hog-
tobacco 2.0 95 22,955 1,660 .38
Small Alternative I-A,
General-beef-
tobacco 1.0 91 15,575 1,970 .70
Medium Altternative I,
General-beef 1.5 82 21,900 1,075 .33
Medium Alternative II,
Dairy-hog 2.0 92 29,200 2,945 .67
Large Present,
General-beef 1.75 88 34,000 2,045 .68
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ApPENDIX TABLE I.-Prices Received by Farmers for Products Sold,
Two Price Levels, Eastern Highland Rim, Tennessee
Item Unit 1949 Average 1937-41
Dollars Dollars
1.701 .76
.79 .51
1.93 .89
1.33t .74
30.00 14.25,
24.25 10.50
.44 .21
9.601 6.00
16.80 8.00
18.60 7.46
10.00 5.00
20.40 9.00
17.60 6.57
14.00 5.25
12.75 4.75
23.60 8.54
12.50 3.50
3.67 1.801
5.50 3.25
22.00 8.40
.47 .30
.24 .13
.30t .19
.42 .19
Corn . ._______________________________Bu.
Oats Bu.
Whea t ... Bu.
Barley Bu.
Alfalfa hay, baled Ton
Other hay, baled Ton
Burley tobacco Lb.
Lespedeza seed ._______________Cwt.
Crimson clover seed Cwt.
Hogs Cwt.
Feeder pigs (40-50 lbs.) Head
Beef calves2 Cwt.
All beef cattle, average Cwt.
Cull beef cows Cwt.
Cull dairy cows Cwt.
Veal calves (200 lbs.) Cwt.
Veal calves (60-75 lbs.) Head
Milk, for processing Cwt.
Milk, grade A Cwt.
Lambs Cwt.
Wool Lb.
Hens . .__________________Lb.
Broilers Lb.
Eggs .. Doz.
1 Adjusted to trend, 1934-49. 2 Good grade calf sold in mid-fall.
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Item Price
ApPENDIX TABLE 2.-Prices Paid by Farmers for Tracto1's, Tractor-d1'awn
Machinery and Miscellaneous Equipment, Eastern
Highland Rim, Tennessee, 1949
Price Item
Dollars
Horse-Drawn
Stalk cutter, I-row .. . _
Turning plow, moldboard (2-H)
Disk harrow _. . . _
Section harrow, 2-section _
Cultipacker, 10-ft., single _
Cultipacker, 10-ft., double _
Planter, I-row .__. . _
Fertilizer distributor, 2-horse . _
Cultivator, 2-horse, I-row _
96 Cultivator, I-horse, %-row ._____ 7
23 Mower, 4%-ft. .__. .__._ 163
96 Rake, dump ._____________________96
45 Side delivery, 10-ft. 196
90 Grain drill, wi,th fertilizer
169 attachments .__ 309
51 Lime spreader, 10-ft. 163
180 End gate spreader ._____________56
96 Wagon, 2-horse 15,2
Tractor-Drawn
Tractor, I-row _
Breaking plow, I-bottom _
Disk harrow, 5-ft. _
Harrow, 60-tooth _
CuItiv,ator, I-row _
Planter-distributor, I-row _
Mower, 4% -ft. _
Mower, 6-ft. _
Side delivery rake _
Grain drill, 7-ft. _
Lime spreader, 10-ft. _
End gate spreader _
1,045
156
144
58
99
89
124
196
210
321
163
63
Tractor, 2-row _
Breaking plow, 2-bottom _
Breaking plow, 2-disk _
Disk harrow, 6-ft. tandem _
Section harrow, 80-tooth _
Planter-fertilizer distributor _
CUltivator, 2-row _
Mower, 6-7 ft. _
Side delivery rake _
Grain drill, 8-Dt. _
Trailer, 4-wheel, rubber _
Manure spreader _
Dollars
1,680
215
240
219
69
205
235
263
260
316
238
379
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ApPENDIXTABLE3.-Prices Paid by Farmers for Items Used in Production,
Eastern Highland Rim, Tennessee, 1949
I Unit \ Price I I Unit \ PriceItem per unit Item per unit
Dollars Dollars
Conservation: Feed:
Drainage ditch Cu. yd. 0.16 Cottonseed meal Ton 86.00
Ponds Cu. yd. .25 Starter mash Cwt. 4.90
Growing mash Cwt. 5.10
Fertilizer: Laying mash Cwt. 4.75
Lime Ton 4.00 Scratch feed Cwt. 3.90
2-12-12 Ton 43.50 Sup'ment (33%) Cwt. 6.00
3-12-6 Ton 42.00 Oyster shells Cwt. .80
4-12-4 Ton 42.80 Tankage Cwt. 6.86
5-10-5 Ton 44.00 Calf meal Cwt. 5.25
6-12-12 Ton 52.10
0-0-50 Ton 58.80 Miscellaneous:
0-10-20 Ton 43.00 Motor oil Gal. 1.21
33-0-0 Ton 69.44 Gasoline Gal. .23
0-45-0 Ton 60.00 Tractor fuel oil Gal. .13
0-20-20 Ton 53.00
Barbed wire 80 Rds. 8.00
Seed: Woven wire 72" Rod 1.37
Burley tobacco Oz. 1.50 Woven wire 32" Rod .78
H)'lbrid corn Bu. 9.93 Posts, wooden 4" Each .56
Korean lespedeza Lb. .10 Electric fence
Sericea lespedeza Lb. .16 unit Each 25.50
Orchard grass Lb. .36 Sexed pullets Each .21
Ladino clover Lb. 2.10 Wages, no roomor board Hour .44
Fescue Lb. .65 Wages, room
Blue grass Lb. .75 and/or board Hour .37
Oats Bu. 1.55
ApPENDIX TABLE 4.-Usual Labor and Power Requirements Per Acre of Crops, Using 2-Horse Equipment,
Eastern Highland Rim, Tennessee
Operation I ~~~ I~Year I Jan./ Feb./ Mar.) APr./ May IJune/ July IAug./ sept./ Oct. INov./ Dec. ~:::
Corn for grain:
From stalk (30-45 bu.) ._. . .. ..__ 35
From stalk (45-60 bu.) 00 __ 00 00 00 38
Tobacco, burley (1,250 lbs.) __00 00 00 530
Tobacco burley (1,800 lbs.) 0000 __ 0000 570
Small grain:
Oats or barley, combined _
Wheat, combined 00 00 00 00 00 00 _
Wheat, threshed __0000 00 __ 0000 00 _
Hay:
Alfalfa (4 cuttings, 3 T.) _00 •• 00 00
Establish alfJalfa 00
00
__
00 00 00
_
Lespedeza, sown alone (1% T.) 00 _
Lespedeza in small grain
rotation (llh T.) __00 __ 0000 __ 00 __ 0000 __ 00______ III
Oat hay (11J2 T.) --00 __ 0000 __ 00000000 __ 0000 00 __ • 15
Seed crops:
Lespede:lJa, combined __00
00
0000 _
Crimson clover, combined 00 00 _
Soybeans for beans, combined _00 _
Maintain permanent pasture __00 •• _
Maintain rotation pasture 00 0000 __ 00
Hauling manure (Ton) 00 __ 0000_
00
_
3
3
15
15
6
6
10
10
5 7 2
572
72 70 69
72 70 69
6
7
60 40 14
60 42 20
6
8
60
80
50
50
70
82
9
9
15
3
3
9
6
3
3
3
3
301
12
161
565
6
662
6
3 66 1
1 1
5 4
3 6
6
4.2
13.6
16.3
3.0
1.5
2.02
0.5 1.7
2.0 6.0
6.7 2.8 1.4
1.2
2.0
5.6
4.8 0.6
0.2 0.3 1.3
1.5
J Hand load and hand unload (loose hay). For power unload, deduct 1 hour per ton. For power load and power unload, deduct 2.5 hours per ton.
"The monthly distribution of the annual requirement varies too widely by farms to justify reporting the usual distributions.
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58
86
86
14
14
14
40
23
23.6
13.6
23.0
4.2
23.8
27.4
5.0
3.0
2.0
ApPENDIX TABLE 5.-Usual Labor and Power Requirements Per Acre of Crops, Using 2-Row Tractor and Tractor
Equipment, Eastern Highland Rim, Tennessee
Hours of Labor
IAnnualItem Year ~1~IM~I~I~lfu~I~IA~I~~1 Oct. INov. IDec Tractor. Hours
Corn for grainl (45+ bu.) ________________24.6 .5 1.0 2.5 3.5 3.1 1.0 5.0 8.0 10.3
Tobacco, burley (1,800 lbs.) ----~------- 550 50.0 10.0 8.0 65.0 70.0 70.0 60.0 40.0 20.0 80.0 77.0 11.0
Wheat, combined ________________________________5.5 .5 2.0 1.0 2.0 4.5 •....
Oats or barley, combined ________________5.5 .5 2.0 3.0 4.5 Z
(')
Alfalfa hay, pick-up baled ______________14.5, .7 2.7 2.8 2.7 2.8 2.8
::0
9.2 t%J
Alfalfa hay, loose2 ---------------------------- 22.3 .7 4.3 4.4 4.3 4.3 4.3 13.3 >C/lEsi>ablisih alfalfa __________________________________6.0 2.0 3.0 1.0 5.0 •....Z
Lespedeza hay in rotation (1.5, T) __ 9.6 1.3 .7 2.0 5.6 3.5 0....
Lespedeza seed, combined ________________3.0 1.3 .7 1.0 2.1 Z(')
Crimson clover seed, combined ______ 6.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 5.0 0
Soybeans for beans, combined ________ 6.6 4.0 1.2 1.4 3.8 ~t%J
C/l
Haul manure, ton -------.--------------_.--_._- 1.0 3 .4
Spread lime, ton ------------------------------ 1.0 3 .4
Establish pasture -----._----------------------- 6.0 1.0 3.0 2.0 5.0
Maintain rot'ation pasture ------------.- 1.0 .3 .7 .7
Maintain permanent pas,ture ---------- 2.0 .2 .3 .7 .8 1.5
1Harvested by hand from standing stalk.
"Hand load, power unload. For power load deduct 1.5 hours per ton.
3 The monthly distribution of the annual requirement varies too widely by farms to justify reporting the usual distribution.
OlApPENDIX TABLE B.-Usual Labor Requirements Per Unit of Livestock, Eastern Highland Rim, Tennessee Ol
Item Unit I Hours of Labor
Year I Jan. I Feb. IMar. , Apr. I May I June !July! Aug. !Sept./ Oct. / Nov. !Dec.
Workstock -------------------------------------------- Hd. 60 5.0 5,.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 5.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 5.0Milk cows (Hand-milked) :
10 to 20 ------------------._----------------------- Hd. 140 12.5 12.5 12.0 12.0 11.0 11.0 11.0 11.0 11.0 12.0 12.0 12.0Less than 10 ------------------------------------ Hd. 166 15.0 15.0 15.0 14.0 13.0 13.0 13.0 13.0 13.0 14.0 14.0 14.0Milk cows (Machine-milked) :
15 or more -------------------------------------- Hd. 100 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 7.0 8.0 8.0 9.0Heifers:
Less than 20 ------------------------------------ Hd. 20 3.5 3.5 3.0 2.0 1.0 .2 .2 .3 .3 1.0 2.0 3.020 or more ________________________________________Hd. 15 3.0 3.0 2.5 1.5 .6 .1 .1 .1 .1 .5 1.0 2.5 ttl
Bull -------------------------------------------------------- Hd. 50 5.0 5.0 5.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 5.0 c::Beef cows:
t""Less than 20 Hd. 20 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 .5, .5 1.0 1.0 1.5 2.5 t""
------------------------------------
t%J
20 or more ________________________________________Hd. 15 2.5 2.5 2.5 1.0 .6 .6 .4 .4 .6 .6 1.3 2.0 >-3•....•2:Hogs, including br,eeding stock:l
t-.:l
2-10 3-sow herd Hd. 10 .8 .8 1.3 .4 .4 .4 .4 .4 1.3 1.0 1.4 1.4 ~----------------------------
01
4-to 7-sow herd ---------------------------- Hd. 9 .7 .8 1.3 .4 .4 .3 .3 .3 1.2 1.0 1.1 1.2Hogs, 1 to 3 ---------------------------------------- Hd. 15 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 4.0Ewes:
Less than 20 ------------------------------------ Hd. 8 1.3 1.3 1.0 .6 .5 .5 .3 .3 .2 .4 .6 1.020 or more -------------------------------------- Hd. 6 1.0 1.0 .8 .5 .4 .3 .2 .2 .2 .3 .5 .6
Hens:
100-hen fTarm flock ---------------------- 100 250 18 32 54 35 20 15 9 8 8 17 17 17400..•hen com. flock ------------------------ 100 200 15 15 22 20 15 15 10 10 18 22 23 15Chickens raised ---------------------------------- Hd. .5- .1 .1 .1 .1 .1Pullets raised ------------------------------------- Hd. 1.0- .2 .2 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1
1Weight per head, 225 pounds.
